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FUN FOR KIDS CLOTHING
& ACCESSORIES
(KIDS FOOTWEAR ONLY)
203-4293 Mountain Square
T 604 932-2115
SPORTSTOP SOURCE FOR SPORTS
4112 Golfers Approach
T 604-932-5495
WHISTLER VILLAGE SPORTS
4254 Village Stroll
T 604 932-3327
EXCESS SPORTS
Ski & Sport 4557-104 Blackcomb Way
T 604-932-2224
Backcountry 4251 Village Stroll
T 604-932-6409
VALHALLA PURE OUTFITTERS
#805 – 1200 Hunter Place, Squamish
T 604 892-9092
MERRELL STORE
4295 Blackcomb Way
T 604 905-1220

LOOKING FOR A BIGGER BACKYARD?

Squamish

THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS!
RE/MAX Sea to Sky Real Estate Squamish Ltd.

38261 Cleveland Avenue, P.O. Box 740
Squamish, BC, V8B 0A6
Tel: 604.892.3571
Toll Free: 1.800.617.5511
www.remax-squamish.com

WHISTLER LAND ROVER EXCURSIONS

Scenic Private / Semi-Private Exclusive Eco-Tours
First Nations Experience

Hidden Glacier Lake Hike

$199 8 hours Challenge: Easy

$169 8 hours Challenge: Moderate

ŶũŽǇ Ă ƐĐĞŶŝĐ ĂŶĚ ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ĞĚƵĐĂƟŽŶĂů
ƚŽƵƌ͖ ǀŝƐŝƚ Ă ^ƚ͛ĂƟŵĐ EĂƟŽŶ ĂŶĐŝĞŶƚ
ĮƐŚŝŶŐ ƐŝƚĞ͕ ǁŚĞƌĞ ǇŽƵ ǁŝůů ƚĂŬĞ ƉĂƌƚ
ŝŶ Ă ŐƵŝĚĞĚ ĞǆƉůŽƌĂƟŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƌŝĐŚ͕
ƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ͕ ĂŶĚ ƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂů ĂďŽƌŝŐŝŶĂů
ĐƵůƚƵƌĞ͘ tŝƚŶĞƐƐ ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƟŽŶƐ ŽĨ
ƚƌĂĚŝƟŽŶĂůĮƐŚŝŶŐĂŶĚǁŝŶĚĚƌǇŝŶŐ͕ĨĞĂƐƚ
ŽŶĂƐĂůŵŽŶYůƵŶĐŚ͕ĂŶĚƚĂŬĞŝŶƚŚĞ
ďĞĂƵƚǇŽĨƚŚĞƌĞŐŝŽŶ͘

ŶǀŝƐŝŽŶ Ă ƐĞĐůƵĚĞĚ͕ ƚƵƌƋƵŽŝƐĞ͕ ŐůĂĐŝĂů
ůĂŬĞƐƵƌƌŽƵŶĚĞĚ ďǇŵĂũĞƐƟĐƉĞĂŬƐĂŶĚ
ƉƌŝƐƟŶĞ ĂůƉŝŶĞ ŵĞĂĚŽǁƐ͘ ĞŐŝŶ ǁŝƚŚ
a drive through the Coastal Mountain
ZĂŶŐĞ ŽǀĞƌ ĞǆĐŝƟŶŐ ŽīͲƌŽĂĚ ƚĞƌƌĂŝŶ͘
ƚ ƚŚĞ ƚƌĂŝůŚĞĂĚ͕ ŽƵƌ ŶĂƚƵƌĂůŝƐƚ ŐƵŝĚĞ
ǁŝůůůĞĂĚǇŽƵŽŶĂŶĂƉƉƌŽǆŝŵĂƚĞϮŚŽƵƌ
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ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞĂŶĐŝĞŶƚŽůĚŐƌŽǁƚŚĨŽƌĞƐƚ͘

Volcanic Hot Springs

Ancient Rainforest Experience

$169 8 hours Challenge: Easy

$139 4 hours Challenge: Easy

/ŵĂŐŝŶĞ ƌĞůĂǆŝŶŐ ŝŶ ŶĂƚƵƌĂů ƌŽĐŬ ďĂƚŚƐ
ƚƵĐŬĞĚ ĂǁĂǇ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ůƵƐŚ ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚĞ
ƌĂŝŶĨŽƌĞƐƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŽĂƐƚĂů DŽƵŶƚĂŝŶƐ͘
dĂŬĞ Ă ǁĂůŬ ĂůŽŶŐ ůƵƐŚ ŐĂƌĚĞŶƐ ƚŽ
:ĂƉĂŶĞƐĞͲĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ ŶĂƚƵƌĂů ŚŽƚ ƐƉƌŝŶŐƐ͘
EĞƐƚůĞĚ ŶĞĂƌ Ă ƌĂŐŝŶŐ ƌŝǀĞƌ ĂŶĚ
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ǇĞĂƌŽůĚĐĞĚĂƌƚƌĞĞƐ͘dŚŝƐĂƌĞĂŝƐŚŽŵĞ
ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ůĂƌŐĞƐƚ ǁŝŶƚĞƌ ŶĞƐƟŶŐ ŐƌŽƵŶĚ
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ĂƉƉƌĞĐŝĂƟǀĞŽĨŽƵƌŶĂƚƵƌĂůǁŽƌůĚ͘

Land Rover Sunset Excursion

dŽƵƌŐƵĞƐƚƐƵŶĚĞƌϭϲǇĞĂƌƐŽĨĂŐĞ
receive a ϮϱйĚŝƐĐŽƵŶƚ on all tours

$119 3 hours Challenge: Easy
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Back-Country Exploration

Expert Guides

ĂůůƚŽŽŽŬƚŚĞ
hůƚŝŵĂƚĞtŚŝƐƚůĞƌǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ

1.888.501.4845
whistlerdiscoverytours.com

Exclusive Adventures

Customizable Tours

&

Sandals, Shoes, Boots
new & consigned clothing

604 892 7474
38041 Cleveland Ave, Squamish

38031 Cleveland Ave. 604 892 9057
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Live Random...
Be Random

clothing
jewellery
art
eco friendly
new ﬁnds arriving daily
consignment welcome

Downtown Squamish
38065 Cleveland Ave
1 604 567 2567

STEEP, DEEP AND CHEAP(ER)

Book now, save cash and get the powder weekend you want.
Purchase by Sept. 1st, 2010 and receive our winter 2010 rates.

1.888.246.1111 SNOWCATS.CA
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editor's message

Feet First

Scott "Potsy" Cochrane caught from a new angle at the exact same moment as our cover shot. Take another look. JIM MARTINELLO PHOTO.

There is a lot to love about summer in the Coast Mountains
and everyone can get in on the action – from the youngest
kid at a water park to those old-time golfers who still walk
the course every day. Summer is about losing some layers
and getting outside. It’s about growing your own food and
cooking for others. It’s about being warm and happy and
enjoying your life and the people in it. Personally, summer
is my favourite season and to explain why, I’ve compiled a
nifty list called Ten Reasons I Love Summer.

5. Awesome stuff like this

1. Big summer movies with lots of explosions		
Because sometimes it’s nice to beat the heat in an airconditioned theatre watching stuff explode for a while and
replenishing your salt levels with popcorn.

8. Farmer’s markets
You are what you eat and there is nothing better than
fresh cherries or just-picked vegetables. Plus where else
will a longhaired farmer sell you alpaca wool socks and
homemade plum jam at the same time?

2. Flip-flops
Because socks are prisons for your feet and your feet are
the foundation of everything.
			
3. Fewer avalanches
Also, no flu season.					
		
4. Checking out everyone’s tattoos
The beach turns into an art gallery with free admission.

6. Extreme bocce
It’s like regular bocce but with fewer rules, more danger,
and drinks.
7. The killer B’s of summer
Boards, Bikes, Beers, Boats, BBQs and Beaches. (Bikinis
also make the list.)

9. Leaning my elbow out the side window while driving
The awesome part is that it actually feels cooler than it
looks, and it looks pretty cool.
10. Daylight until 10 pm
Which means less hiking home in the dark and longer
patio sessions.
Happy Summer.

– Feet Banks
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A dog's got personality, and personality goes a long way. ANDREW BRADLEY PHOTO.

Hey Guys,
I just want to commend you on
what a fantastic piece of work
your magazine is. I gotta say: what
you've put together is downright
inspiring.
A common topic of discussion
in our hood (and to visitors) is what
beautiful surroundings we have, the
variety and quality of our athletic
offerings, and the amazing local
people. It's all out there happening
in a big swirl but is somehow difficult
to absorb all at once, or even over
time.
What I see in your mag is an
incredible job of summing it all up:
with soul, intensity, truth, and editorials that are great stories and information, not infomercials! You've
provided a venue for all the REAL
characters that make their home in
the mountains and make this place
such an amazing place to be.
Congratulations to you, and to
all your staff and contributors – and
thanks! This mag will proudly be on
display on my coffee table front and
centre for a long, long time!
Sincerely,

– John Jervis
Squamish

Thanks for the kind words, Johnny.
We really owe a lot to our contributors for making the mag what it is.
The photography and story ideas
that come in from Sea to Sky locals
are always top notch. The people of
the Coast Mountains are incredibly
talented and have a strong understanding of what’s important in life.
As well, our senior staff have all
been kicking around the area for
years (I was lucky enough to grow
up here) and it’s always been a top
priority to put out a magazine that
locals will enjoy as much as guests.
The best way to tell the stories out
here is to tell them straight up.
– Feet Banks, Editor.

Good? Bad? We want to know what you think!
Write to us at feet@mountainlifemag.ca
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WIRELESS INTERNET
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High Speed Wireless Internet
Locally owned and operated
100Mbs fiber backbone
Friendly 24hr customer service
Municipal WiFi and business data

Connect to any basewireless WiFi network
in Whistler, Squamish and Pemberton.
WiFi and WiMAX networks serving hotels,
marinas and the resort community.

basewireless.com
1.866.718.0516

604.932.9847
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Squamish Slackers
The latest soul sport to hit the Sea to Sky

By Sonnie Trotter
Like surfing, climbing, and yoga, slacklining has its share of
“soul” participants. The ones who choose not to be named, or
labeled or identified, but merely go out, have fun, and fade into
the evening with a cold beer. These are the words of one such
“slacker” who takes his skills to the highest point on the Chief
(the North Gully, which splits the imposing cliffs of the second
and third summits):
“Honestly, if you want the truth, highlining is more terrifying
than anything I’ve ever done before. Climbing rock on a rope
feels like standing on the ground in comparison. The amount
of space and open air that you expose yourself to is unlike
anything on this planet. As much fun as it is, it’s incredibly
stressful.”
The gap between the second and third summit is reported
to be roughly 40 metres in length, and at least 200 feet off the
deck. It’s the biggest, baddest line to be successfully walked
on a slackline in Squamish.
Now before we continue, it’s important to define slacklining.
Unlike tightrope walking, where circus performers walk on a taut
wire, often with a pole for balance, slackliners will walk a oneinch-wide piece of fabric called “webbing,” suspended between
two points – often trees or the bumper of the closest pickup
truck or, more recently, anchored to safety bolts fastened to
the granite high over natural gaps. The webbing stretches and
gives, ebbs and flows, and depending on how much tension
the walker prefers, it can be tightened or loosened to suit their
needs (hence the term, slacklining). This often results in a bit of

bounce in the line, a moving, fluid and flexible element. Some
people have nearly given up other sports altogether to focus
their energy on the art of slacklining. Some of those people are
now doing backflips and landing back on the line.
“Squamish has become a hub for these alternative sports, if
you can call them that, but if you’re looking for a place to start,
they have three lines set up at the Chief campground, right
beside the picnic tables. They range from 15 to 20 feet long
and it’s perfect for beginners. The line feels almost alive, like
you’re riding the perfect wave.”
For a bit more of a challenge, a few committed slackers have
set up a longer line at Nexen Beach. But up on the Chief, the
slackliners eyeballing the really large gaps are not crazy – most
of them wear a harness clipped to a leash that drags along the
line behind them. If they should fall, it’s only a couple of metres,
and they can traverse back to the starting point.
“Often I’ll do an hour of slackwalking after work, just to
turn my mind off, it’s 110 percent meditative, as cheesy as that
sounds. Once my foot leaves the security of the ground and I
commit to the line, the whole world implodes inside my head,
and your peripheral vision is on overdrive, trying to focus, but
the other side looks so far away that your brain is straining for a
focal point, something to hone in on that can relieve the stress
of feeling so alone.”
Regardless of the length or height of the line, whether a
slackliner makes it across or not the joy is in the soulful act of
trying. And of course, let’s not forget the quiet cold beer they’ll
consume with their friends afterwards, in total anonymity.

Robin Avery walks the line. STEVE ROGERS PHOTO.
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The Anticam and Matt Maddaloni. bryan smith PHOTO.

The Anticam
Local climber completes a new route on
the Chief using gear he invented himself

THEY’RE
LIFESTYLES,
NOT SPORTS

By Feet Banks
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The Guillotine Flake, a burly traversing line on the Squamish Chief, near
the top of Split Pillar, is a massive sheet of expanding rock that cannot
be climbed with standard gear. “The flake is extremely expanding,” says
Squamish climber Matt Maddaloni. “From an inch thick all the way up to
one and a half feet. If you stuck a #2 cam up behind it the cam would
rip out under body weight and possibly lever the flake away from the wall
enough that it could break off a big section that would cut you off the wall,
like a guillotine.”
Maddaloni, a mechanical engineer, figured that in order to free climb the
route he would have to clamp the flake somehow, to avoid levering it off the
main face. He’d been thinking about a new piece of climbing protection
off and on for the past ten years. “That flake motivated me,” he says. “The
Anticam – it was not just engineering ideas anymore, it was a climbing
challenge. That made it more of an adventure.”
The Anticam is a clamp-like device used to grip onto rock flakes
rather than expand in cracks like regular cam protection does. Prototype
#2 weighs a hefty two pounds. “For the longest time I couldn’t figure out
how to get a large range and operate it with one hand,” Maddaloni says,
but after a quick redesign last winter the 15-year Squamish resident felt
he was ready to try his invention high up the Chief’s granite walls. To up
the ante, Matt’s first attempts on the never-been-climbed Guillotine Flake
would be filmed for the Arc’teryx web-series The Season.
“I was really scared,” he admits. “Thinking: will the Anticam hold? Can
I physically do the pitch? Will the flake break off and kill us? Those were
three big unknowns but that was also the adventure. That climb is an
undercling with no footholds so I had to put the Anticams on really fast in
order not to get pumped and fall off.”
But it worked. Maddaloni climbed the flake using three Anticams to
protect himself in an area where a fall would be huge-consequence. He
returned a few weeks later on May 12 and red-pointed it, climbing the route
with no falls, aid, or hanging rests on the rope.
Maddaloni thinks that with a bit more tinkering the Anticam could be
useful for a lot of climbers. “Every time you solve a problem designing
something, you are almost guaranteed to run into a couple new ones.”
Matt recently posted his tech drawings on a forum at rockclimbing.com
so the climbing community can all benefit from and work on perfecting
the Anticam. "The next step is to go out and break the three that I have,”
Maddaloni says. “So I really find out what they can handle.”
To see the Anticam in action check out Matt’s five episodes as part of
The Season at arcteryx.com.
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Battle lines in the Sand
Is the BC government doing its best to protect wild salmon?
By Feet Banks
Environmental conflicts in British Columbia are often oversimplified to the
treehuggers and the hippies on one side and the working people who
need to feed their families on the other – the classic “Nature vs. Economy”
argument. On the disappearance of BC’s wild salmon stocks, though, at
least both sides can agree on one thing.
“Wild salmon are tremendously valuable to our province,” says Kevin
Krueger, BC minster of Tourism, Arts and Culture. “They are vital to our
fishing industry and our economy. Certainly our ecosystem.”
Biologist Alexandra Morton couldn’t agree more but after studying BC’s
salmon for the past 25 years she is convinced that the major factor contributing to our salmon woes is the presence of enormous open-net fish
farms in the Broughton Archipelago. She’s calling for our government to
do something before it’s too late – particularly for the Fraser River sockeye
runs, which are suffering the worst rates of return province-wide.
“Salmon in the wild are always moving,” Morton says. “They swim out in
the ocean and then years later they come home to the rivers to spawn and
die. What the fish farms do is disrupt that cycle, they hold salmon stationary.”
Morton’s studies indicate that adult salmon returning from the ocean must
pass fish farms along the migration route and that pathogens and disease
are transferred to the farm fish, intensified all winter in “feedlot” conditions,
and then passed on to the next generation of fry (baby salmon) when they
migrate past the same farms in the spring.
“The fry coming out of the rivers are small, less than half a gram, they
don’t even have scales yet,” Morton says. “The lights from the farms attract
the wild fry and they are running into these enormous farm populations
that have sea lice, bacteria and viruses.” After decades of research Morton
believes this to be one of the major causes contributing to the dwindling
Fraser River sockeye stocks.
Aquatic health veterinarian Mark Sheppard, with the BC Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, disagrees. “She is putting forth one variable and
making one association and one conclusion,” he says of Morton’s theory.
“Is that science?”
Sheppard manages BC’s Fish Health Program, which monitors and
regulates fish farms. When asked why he thinks the Fraser River sockeye
are struggling, he replies: “I can't speculate. I try to avoid speculation.
What I can tell you is we monitor the farmed fish 150 times each year, all

the active fish farms. We conduct audits inside the nets. The lice numbers
are low, the abundance of lice is low.”
While global warming, pollution and any number of other factors are
likely also impacting salmon numbers, Morton believes the fish-farm contamination theory is the strongest one we have. “Climate change should
affect all the rivers equally,” she says. “Yet with the Fraser River sockeye,
we have one run, the Harrison run, that migrates south around Vancouver
Island, through the Juan de Fuca Straight where there are no fish farms.
Those Harrison fish are not in steep decline. All the fish who go north to
the Broughton Archipelago, and past the fish farms, are in trouble.”
Sheppard counters that he saw substantial returns in river systems that
are much nearer those farms than the Fraser River. “The Fraser is the
farthest from the farms but it sees the least returns,” he says. “Up and
down the coast in rivers near the farms we have had much better returns
this year. 2009 was a good year for wild salmon.”
Not good enough for Alexandra Morton. In May she organized the
“Get-Out Migration” a 500-kilometre walk through the coastal communities
of Vancouver Island to raise awareness and convince both the provincial
and federal governments that fish farms need to be taken out of our oceans
and relocated to on-land containment systems if we expect our wild salmon
to survive.
“This isn’t about cutting jobs,” Morton adds, claiming that BC’s Norwegianowned fish farms are moving towards mechanization in any case. She
points out that the population of once-thriving fishing town Echo Bay is
down to just nine people.
“Putting these fish farms on land in tanks could easily give people jobs,”
Morton says. And it could potentially save the wild salmon.
The BC government however, is not on board with Morton and many
regard her as a rabble-rouser. “I respect her commitment and her energy,”
Krueger says; “I don't know about her credentials to say the things she
does.” (In fact, Morton is a registered biologist in BC and her research with
salmon is well-respected by the scientific community. This summer she is
set to receive an honorary doctorate from Burnaby’s Simon Fraser University.)
And as far as closed-containment farming goes, Krueger is unoptimistic.
“Those systems are tremendously expensive, if you raise salmon in ways
that are more expensive then you have to raise prices.”
Mark Sheppard agrees. “We have on-land, self contained units now.
They are called hatcheries, for creating small fish.” While trout farms are
SUMMER 2010
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Alexandra Morton. Nik West Photo.

"fish farms need to be taken out of
our oceans and relocated to on-land
containment systems if we expect our
wild salmon to survive."
Biologist Alexandra Morton

up and running Sheppard says he doubts a market-sized salmon farm
would work. “We have yet to see a successful on-land production unit that
is economically viable,” Sheppard says, adding, “There is nowhere in BC
or Canada that shows a successful on-land salmon production unit. Put
them on land and they will go out of business and that will be the end of it.”
Or will it? Just a few hundred kilometres south of the border in Rochester,
Washington, Aquaseed Corp is farming Coho salmon in tanks, on land,
successfully. In April 2010 BC’s Overwaitea Food Group grocery stores
announced they will be selling Aquaseed Coho at similar prices to open-net
salmon. The Coho is also the first farmed salmon to be rated as a “best
choice” by SeaChoice, a national seafood-sustainability program.
While contained on-land aquaculture seems like a no-brainer solution,
the fate of wild salmon remains unclear. Recently the Federal Department
of Fisheries has stepped in and will now oversee how fish farms are regulated.
The DFO is responsible for Canada’s wild fish whereas the province has
only ever had to worry about the fish inside the nets.
As the debate continues, everyone still agrees that wild salmon are
perhaps BC’s most valuable natural resource – in addition to feeding the
human population, they also feed over 200 species of our wildlife all over
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Sea lice from fish farms on a wild salmon fry. ALEXANDRA MORTON PHOTO.

"Put salmon production units on land
and they will go out of business and
that will be the end of it."
Mark Sheppard, Aquatic health
veterinarian with the BC Ministry
of Agriculture and Lands

the province and are deep-rooted components of the Native People’s
culture and traditions.
After the 2010 Olympics British Columbians are counting on tourism to
be one of our biggest industries but without wild salmon there will be a lot
less bear, eagle and whales around for tourists to see, and less reason for
them to hire boats, take nature-oriented tours or witness traditional Native
practices first-hand.
The value of wild salmon to British Columbia is obvious. But with fish
farms, on-land aquaculture and the future of wild fish, the BC Government
seems unwilling to trust anybody else’s science or systems, but expects
us to have full trust in theirs.
Salmon, let the record show, are still not allowed to vote in this province.
And even if they were, would there be enough left to make a difference?
Alexandra Morton has a website: salmonaresacred.org
The Province of BC has one too:
al.gov.bc.ca/ahc/fish_health/fish_health_management.htm
And The David Suzuki Foundation, one of Canada’s most trusted entities,
weighs in on the issue here: davidsuzuki.org/issues/oceans/
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ON SPECTACULAR HOWE SOUND

Gena Belanger
MACDONALD REALTY LTD.
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Located on the Squamish Government Wharf
45 minutes South of Whistler
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Lil'wat Celebrations Powwow
Story and Photos by David Maurice Smith

Squamish

Whistler

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com
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Ah, summertime in Pemby. Epic rides, swims in the lake… enough lazy
bliss to distract you from the bird-sized mosquitoes carrying away your
newborn (there are a lot of those in Pemby these days). But there’s cultural
entertainment to be had as well if you head up to the local Lil’Wat First
Nations annual Celebrations Powwow on the June 4-6 weekend in Mount
Currie.
The powwow is a traditional affair where First Nations people gather
to honour their culture. Driven along by epic singing and drumming, the
dance competition is the heart and soul of the event. Contestants decked
head to toe in amazing traditional regalia perform fancy dances, grass
dances and jingle dress dances (to name a few) with roots tracing back
mostly to the tribes of the Great Plains.
“Powwow started in the Prairie country,” says Alison Pascal from the
Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre. “Those peoples’ lives depended on
following the buffalo so when they were actually able to get together as a
whole group it was a big celebration.”

People from all cultures are invited into the
circle to shake what their mama gave ‘em.
Although smaller than many similar gatherings, the Lil’Wat powwow,
with towering Mount Currie serving as the backdrop, has to be one of the
most scenic powwows in the world, attracting contestants from throughout
North America.
An MC directs the festivities, using a light-hearted approach and vicious
sense of humour to disguise an important job coordinating the complex
and traditional order that makes a powwow.
“The MC is at the heart of it, he really keeps things going by entertaining
people throughout the whole day,” says Pascal.
Aside from the dance competition and very popular Princess Pageant, a
festival vibe fills the air with plenty of music and socializing. Vendors and
market stalls spread out over the outer grounds selling everything from
jewelry, clothing and crafts to bannock (traditional fried bread).
At the end of it all, non-First Nations can get into the action as people from
all cultures are invited into the circle to shake what their mama gave ‘em.
Aside from those hungry mosquitos, the powwow mood is very welcoming;
just respect that certain dances are not allowed to be photographed, so it’s
best to just ask a local. Unlike Whistler, a Mount Currie local is someone
whose family has lived in the area for 1000-plus years, not some dude who
moved there two years ago from Sarnia, Ontario.

miniadventure

miniadventure

The Howe Sound
Crest Trail

A Sea to Sky Classic, and a bit of a surprise.
by Todd Lawson
Photography by Todd Lawson, Glen Harris, Jim Martinello, LORNE WARBURTON, Jon Burak and TREVOR MCDONALD

You should never judge a book by
its cover, but nobody said anything
about judging a hike by its distance.
Stretching 30 kilometres from the base of Cypress Mountain to Porteau
Cove, the Howe Sound Crest Trail rates in the middle of the pack, distancewise, among most of BC's multi-day adventure hikes. For hardcore hikers
the distance sounds like a mere jaunt in the woods, and some masochistic
runners tackle it in one crushing day, but with West Coast beauty wrapped
around every corner, our ragtag party decided to enjoy this classic Sea to
Sky hike in three early-summer days.

Day One
The original plan is to set foot on the trailhead at 9 am — no alpine start
by any means, but no crack-of-noon club either. Ten stops later for forgotten
headlamps, borrowed tents, buying a new stove, last-minute munchies
and the prerequisite car-drop, and suddenly we're a full five hours late.
Our party consists of six avid outdoorsmen, with much experience in
both summer and winter backcountry travel, but this is a last-minute journey
where anticipation clearly trumps preparation. We leave the parking lot at
Cypress with our backpacks too heavy and poorly packed. None of us has
heard much about the hike or done any research on the route but nobody seems to care. One of us is even wearing Birkenstocks, and another
sports leather shoes best suited for a wedding, not a rigorous alpine hike.
“It's only 30 k's, we'll be fine,” someone says as we head into the foggy
forest. “We'll just have to lighten our load as much as we can tonight.”
The trail starts out through stands of mossy old-growth Douglas fir, all
moody and surreal. Eleven kilometres later we reach St. Mark's Summit
where the forest spills out over a cliff and 1500 feet straight down into the
Howe Sound. It's hard to resist the urge to camp at the edge of this sheer
precipice but, knowing that more excellence lies ahead, we choose to
push on to 5079-foot-high “Unnecessary” Mountain, arriving one by one
at twilight — tired, hungry and a little crusty.
Cold rain and stiff wind greet us on the rocky summit. The two geniuses
(who opted to save weight and not pack a tent) struggle to set up a flimsy
tarp under the trees, while the rest of the crew pitches camp on whatever
space is available. For dinner and drinks we double-capacity-cram a threeperson dome tent while the rain pelts down. The day's grind has clearly
taken its toll. A couple of us groan from excruciating leg cramps, but much
laughter and a few swigs of scotch abate the pain.
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Day Two

Mother Nature goes easy on us with a crisp blue morning, the sky mirroring
the sparkled brilliance of the ocean down below. We can see tiny boats
cruising through the passages between Bowen and Gambier Islands. It's the
kind of vibrant view that makes it easy to forget the weight of our packs. After
breakfast, a fresh mist curls up off the ocean and envelopes us in a blanket
of white. Through the fog we can just see the outline of the Lions, whose
twin summits (West, 5400 feet and East, 5269 feet) are two of Vancouver's
most recognizable natural landmarks. A couple of us cross over a dodgy
knife-edge and up the steep pitch to the West summit, thankfully made a
little less scary by a few chains and ropes.
A wave of roller-coaster elevation changes carries us across some
diverse coastal terrain — more knife-edge ridges, steep rocky inclines,
exposed descents, grassy meadows coloured with wildflowers, snowcovered slopes, technical rope sections, scree runs and huge boulders.
After a few solid hours of trudging along the Crest it’s apparent we have all
clearly underestimated the beast within the beauty.
“No way, not another one,” someone grumbles after summiting a ridge
to find yet another steep climb staring us in the face. The scenery becomes
our saviour and keeps us putting one foot in front of the other.
There's a surprising lack of fresh drinking water to be found and soon
muscle pain and fatigue kick in. Thirsty, we press on, finally reaching
Magnesia Meadows where we drop our packs and sprawl out onto a lush
green carpet. Refreshingly, there are no picnic tables, tent sites or outhouses,
just pure elemental nature to rest upon. Camp chores are divvied up and
we end a long day chilling out under the stars while the distant lights of the
Sunshine Coast glint off the waters of the Howe Sound.

Day Three

We'd rather stay another day but it's not in the cards, so instead we take
our sweet time and enjoy a bacon, eggs and cowboy-coffee breakfast.
With fresh legs and full bellies we hit the path, passing massive broadleaf
maples in spring bloom under sunny skies before descending into a lush
evergreen forest zigzagged with non-stop switchbacks. Occasional
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streams, pocket lakes and waterfalls allow us rest and a chance to wash
the sweat from our faces.
After unbelievably teal-blue Deeks Lake we begin to drop elevation
rapidly. The steep grade makes for a punishing descent and takes its toll
on our knees. We carefully cross over creeks, manoeuvring atop slippery
logs and rocks. We spread out – nobody is within shouting distance but
we don’t care. We just want to finish. The trail finally emerges from the
forest onto a logging road, ending at the parking lot just off Highway 99
near Porteau Cove.
After 30 long kilometres and three full days we all gather around the car
and crack a few well-earned beers. “Well boys, that was incredible,” someone
chirps. “Pretty much one of the best hikes I've ever been on.”
“Yeah, but next time let's take four days,” says Birkenstock boy.
“And maybe next time I'll bring some boots.”

DIY

Length – 30 km, one-way.
Difficulty – Experienced hikers and backpackers only. This is a
world-class hike with an average 4.5 out of 5 rating. Expect long
strenuous days over diverse terrain.
Access – To hike the trail from south to north, first leave a car in the
free parking lot at Porteau Cove (on the east side of the highway, not
down by the ocean). When you finish, drive back to the parking lot at
Cypress Mountain to grab the other vehicle.
Most of the trail is located within the boundaries of Cypress Provincial
Park. “Primitive” camping is permitted at non-designated sites at higher
elevations in the park. Leave-no-trace is the expected approach.
Websites, maps & info:
BC Parks – env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks
Trailpeak – trailpeak.com
Friends of Cypress Park – cypresspark.bc.ca
Vancouver Trails – vancouvertrails.com

By Steve Fisher
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By Steve Fisher

Last October Squamish received grant money
from both provincial and federal governments
totaling $100,000 and sparking plenty of maintenance on a slew of trails across the area. Since
last fall improvements have begun on Fartherside,
Pseudotsuga, Powerhouse Plunge, Wonderland,
Cheshire Cat, and many more.
A whopping $50,000 went towards the construction of an entirely new downhill trail, Half
Nelson, built by legendary trail guru Ted Tempany,
whose shovel skills were also recently on show
at Red Bull’s Rampage: The Evolution event.
Half Nelson is smooth and wide with some
small hits and whoops along the way and
has been accurately described as a downhill
pumptrack. It just opened in April, and is already
getting rave reviews, both locally and online.
Riders in the Mamquam area should be stoked.
Squamish Off Road Cycling Association.
sorca.ca.

One sweet improvement to Whistler's trail network
is the revamping of Train Wreck, a classic XC
ride in Function Junction which was rudely interrupted by the recent expansion of Highway 99.
The trail's original start has been moved across
the highway, at the cost of what once was the
first section of rooty singletrack. While some of
the ultra-gnarly, wooden stunt line (featuring the
namesake wrecked train cars) is still rideable,
the end of the line has fallen into disrepair. No
need to sulk, though: the good news is literally
just around the corner.
Where Train Wreck used to abruptly end, an
entirely new section of well-cut singletrack
continues until it links directly to the Train Wreck
extension of mostly smooth trail that keeps things
interesting with several bridges and ladders along
the way. The new wood features are nice, because
they're the only smooth part of this trail.
Whistler Off Road Cycling Association.
worca.com.

LEFT: Half Nelson trail in Squamish. matt domanski photo.
CENTRE: Dwayne Peavoy rides the wreck. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.
right: Brad Bethune on 306. RUSSELL DALBY PHOTO.
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Pemberton received a number of trail upgrades
since last fall, made possible by various government
grants and sponsorship by local organizations
that totaled roughly $120,000.
The addition of the 11-km climb Big Nimby
was the Pemberton Valley Trial Association's
(PVTA) major project last year, providing riders
with a technically challenging route to access
the higher trails in the Mackenzie basin. This
year's improvements include some extensions
from Big Nimby.
Let It Go is a new singletrack climb which connects Big Nimby directly to the lower paraglide
launch. "It's such a vital extension to that part of
the trail, and it connects three other trails – Cop
Killer, Redneck Superstar and Mackenzie," says
Sebastian Wild, Trail Manager for the PVTA.
But the crown jewel of this year's developments
is a new downhill trail called Stimulus Package.
Starting from Let It Go, Stimulus is a 2700-footlong descent that snakes through an entirely
new area of forest and features a variety of
terrain including technical downhill sections,
flowy bermed doubletrack and a huge two-tiered
slab of granite.
"It's very steep and pretty rocky here so the
trail's morphed itself into an advanced blue
trail. So there's black diamond features, but in
general the trail's pretty easy to ride," says Wild.
Pemberton Valley Trail Association.
pembertontrails.com.

Night Riding
Just like David Hasselhoff and the KIT car, night riding kicks ass. What
better way to avoid the 35-degree summer heat than to throw on a couple
of lights and hit the trails at midnight? Aside from discouraging heatstroke,
night riding adds spice to your usual loops. Limited vision makes familiar
trails new again, and both the climb and downhill offer new challenges.
The standard setup for night riding is two lights – one on the handlebars,
and one on your helmet. This way, you can see where the bike's headed,
and look around corners and down steep pitches as you turn your head.
A decent light setup can run a few hundred dollars, but it's worth every
penny. Modern lights are powerful enough to freeze a deer in its tracks, and
they no longer require massive anchor-like battery packs. Bark at the moon!

–Steve Fisher

More common in the woods of Ontario,
Pumptrack is BC’s next big thing.
By Steve Fisher
The Sea to Sky boasts a world-class bike park and trail systems but
ask many locals their new favourite thing about riding and they’ll say,
“Pumptrack!”
The town of Pemberton nailed it on the head and set things in motion last
summer with the construction of Pemby's pumptrack, which now attracts
kids of all ages on a daily basis.
The design makes it easy to lap the track (in either direction) and rewards
more skilled riders with several options for zig-zag lines. There's no better
way to work on transition and berm skills than to lap around a pumptrack,
and bikers from Squamish to Kamloops are giving two big thumbs up to the
crew of Pemberton riders and trail builders who built this loop.
In Whistler, enthusiasts of pumptracks may also want to check out the tight
loop beside the Village dirt jumps, or snoop around Alta Vista for a real treat.

Biking goes (even more) Tech
It won’t help you pedal uphill but this new app,
developed in the Sea to Sky, is a game changer.
Some of the best times biking are
those sunny patio sessions of picking mud from your hair and draining pitchers with friends – until that
one buddy goes on and on about

how much vert he racked up, how
fast he did it and how sickeningly
huge he went. Now you can at least
make the loudmouths prove it with
MyRide, a new mobile phone app

for XC and DH biking throughout
North America.
“MyRide is like a guidebook without any paper,”
says Jean-Francois Plouffe,
one of three locals who developed it. “But it’s a guidebook for everywhere that
also totally tracks your day’s
riding.”
MyRide can record vertical, distance, laptimes, speeds, even the
calories burned on each run. Data
can be reviewed on your phone or
downloaded to a computer so you
can re-watch your day on Google
Earth and share it with others.
“All the information is saved and
tracked and stored,” Plouffe explains. “You can see where you get
better and where you can improve.
It’s a training diary.” MyRide also
includes an emergency feature capable of sending an SOS and your
GPS coordinates.
It may put thousands of trail
maps in the palm of your hand, but
will MyRide make it too easy for a

bunch of tools from the city to start
ripping the local gems?
“We get all our XC info
from local riding associations,” Plouffe adds. “Only
stuff that they have agreed
to publish. This is our neighbourhood, our goal is not to
give away secrets.” As well,
some proceeds from MyRide sales
go back into local biking associations.
Plouffe and his partners also
developed Satski, a similar app for
ski resorts. “It definitely changes
the aprés scene,” Plouffe says.
“Now you can prove what you
did and call your buddy on his
bullshit.” Fans of repetitive drunken banter call the app “unnecessary and undesirable.”
MyRide will run ya 15 bucks and
works on all four platforms: iPhone,
Blackberry, Google Android and
Windows Mobile. Buy it wherever
you buy apps, then get riding.

– Feet Banks

LEFT: Pemby pump track. STEVE FISHER PHOTO.
RIGHT: JJ Desormeaux night riding. sterling lorence PHOTO.
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I’ve got
a bike
(or five)

“I've got a bike
you can ride it if you like
it's got a basket
a bell that rings
and things to make it look good
i'd give it to you if i could
but I borrowed it.”
~ pink floyd, “bike”, from the
at the gates of dawn,

Much like Mr. Floyd I too have a bike, or rather
five of them and none of them are borrowed.
Why ride five bikes and what’s the difference,
you ask? Well…

Every gravity gladiator has one of these. With
plush suspension, this is the monster truck of
the bike fleet. Whether a flowing jump trail or a
gnarly single-track gets your heart racing, the
volume of DH riding in the Sea to Sky corridor
can’t be matched anywhere in the world. Why
downhill? Wade Simmons, Godfather of Freeride
says: “For me it’s the harnessing of energy,
nothing falls uphill. Everything has a tendency to
move down, it’s natural. Out to the ocean we will
all go.” For those who don’t think DH is enough of
a workout, try to follow Wade for a few laps or even
keep him in sight. You will get a full body workout
including a cardio burn you were not expecting.

The Swing Bike
Often cited as originating in California, the Swing
Bike was actually born a bit further north in
Oregon. Patented in 1974 by Ralph Belden, the
bike with a “steer-able back wheel” was marketed
with this hard-to-ignore promise: “With Swing
Bike, you can invent wacky maneuvers which
leave everyone else bug-eyed in amazement!”
The fad was short-lived but being pushed to the
underground was perhaps the coolest thing that
could have happened to the Swing Bike. After
the patent expired in 1983 the Swing entered a
renaissance with home-built versions leading the
way and rear-wheel wackiness lives on.
Why swing? Whistler photographer Mason
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The Downhill rig

By Brian Finestone
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Mashon explains: “The wheels move independent
of one another. Learning to swing-bike is incredibly challenging and awkward. It takes a couple of
hours to figure out but once you grasp it you gain
more effective use of the wheels for turning. They
are a joy to ride and improve your bike skills.”

BMX
Don’t call it a comeback. BMX never died, it just
simmered on the back burner. If you like biking
and want to develop some skills, get your assets
on a BMX. How do you think dominators like
Brian Lopes got so good at moving a mountain
bike around corners?
Squamish has a fully sanctioned American
Biking Association BMX track where riders of all
skill levels can get into racing.
Track President Vicki Schenk first started as
a spectator but, “figured that if I was going to go

Local International Cycling Union (UCI) World
Cup XC racer Tyler Allison puts in plenty of time
in the saddle because “it is more of an adventure;
you can explore the trails throughout the whole
valley instead of just one area. It’s also nice to
go for a ride and not have much other traffic on
the trails.”

The E-Bike
They’re rare – Whistler currently has less than
ten of these units in town – but if the interest
catches fire there could be a groundswell of
to the track, I may as well ride it.” Soon she was
comfortable racing and began pushing herself
more and becoming competitive. “I really like the
fact that I can go out there and race elbow to
elbow with other women who are relatively the
same age and ability but not at the expense of
crashing,” Schenk says. “And when I am not racing, I get to cheer on everyone else in my family.
As a side benefit, I feel way more comfortable
on the trails.”

XC Workhorse
The most abundant bike in the area, the crosscountry mountain bike is as endemic to Whistler
as skis. The Sea to Sky bike of choice is on the
heavier end of the XC spectrum with five or six
inches of travel and all the tech gadgetry money
can buy. XC gave birth to the various sub-disciplines so popular in the corridor including DH,
pump track, dirt jumping, trials and slope style,
each of which now requires a specialized bike
for participation.

these new vehicles. Electrically assisted bicycles,
or E-bikes, can look like mountain bikes,
cruisers or ‘70s mopeds but they must have a
pedal throttle and a motor with less than 500
watts of power delivering a top speed of 32 km/
hour on flat ground. These restrictions allow the
bike on bike paths and roads in BC without a
special license.
The beauty of having one of these bikes in
the quiver is that you can ride to town without
getting all sweaty and park at any bike rack –
for free. The current battery technology allows
about 40 km on a full battery and costs around
seven cents to charge. The moped style units
can even carry a passenger as long as both
parties don’t exceed 300 lbs.
Mayor Ken Melamed is not shy about wanting Whistler residents to be more “green” in
their approach to travel in the valley. With paid
parking looming on the horizon these bikes is a
new low-emission option. “An E-Bike is a great
transportation option now available to residents,”
Ken says. “They can shorten travel time, extend
range and generally make travel easier. Save
money by leaving your car at home, be creative
and enjoy the ride.”

LEFT PAGE:
ABOVE: Top of the world. PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.
LEFT: Rider Ian Morrison. PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.
RIGHT: Rider Sheldon Steckman. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.
THIS PAGE:
LEFT: Kids love bikes. BRIAN FINESTONE PHOTO.
CENTRE: West Coast XC. STERLING LORENCE PHOTO.
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PHOTO: STERLING LORENCE

DAN GALIC PHOTO

POWERSPORTS REPAIR
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
SERVICING ALL BRANDS

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK (MON-SAT)
604-905-7733 10-1212 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction, Whistler.

www.revolutiondistribution.ca
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The Beaver, The Grizzly and The Lake

a
A Chilcotin Mountain Bike Adventure

By Chris Winter
Photography by Matt Domanski
Suited up, helmet on and ready to ride, I rolled my suitcase and sixinch-travel mountain bike past crisp white shirts, fruity cocktail drinks
and golf carts at Nicklaus North golf course. “How civilized,” I thought.
Not referring to the golfers (I’d rather be mountain biking any day) but
rather me – boarding a plane to go riding.
Moments later we were bobbing in the chop of Green Lake in a
de Havilland Beaver seaplane, chugging along like an old tractor. As
we skipped into the prevailing wind we were quickly airborne and
climbing up the flanks of Wedge Mountain. Seated with me were
local mountain biker Paddy Kaye and photographer Matt Domanski.
Now this is living. We took in the scenery as pilot Dale Douglas from
Tyax Air transported us about 150 kilometres north and into the
Southern Chilcotin Mountains.
Nestled between the Coast Range and the Chilcotin Plateau, the

Southern Chilcotins lie in a rain shadow that boasts a warm, dry climate
and an arid landscape – a welcome retreat from Whistler’s cooler,
wetter weather. The area is renowned for its biodiversity; massive old
growth Douglas fir give way to trembling aspen and grassy, flowered
alpine meadows – like a Colorado landscape fused with BC’s Okanagan.
Wildlife is abundant in the Chilcotins, with California bighorn sheep,
mountain goat, mule deer and wolverine as well as a healthy population
of roaming grizzly bears.
In the early nineties, a few hardcore Whistler riders started talking
about a barely-known trail network that was “way up the Hurley Road,
past Gold Bridge somewhere near Gun Lake.” If sketchy directions,
burly access roads and trails without signage weren’t enough for
adventurous mountain bikers, the tales of grizzlies were the cherry on
top. Over the years, word spread and the Chilcotins gained an aura of
mystery for Coast mountain bikers. On this trip we were in the lap of
luxury, high above the bumpy and dusty gravel roads and ferocious
wildlife.
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Flying deep into the Canadian landscape, it was nice to do it in a
piece of our country’s wilderness history. The de Havilland Beaver
was developed in 1947 in response to the demands of Canadian bush
pilots who required a plane tough as nails that could take off in short
spaces and carry big loads. The Beaver is one of Canada’s best
recognized inventions, at least in aviation circles. The rugged and
versatile all-metal plane gained the name “half-ton truck of the air.”
That it’s named “Beaver” only adds to the awesomeness.
From air to water, the plane touched down on Spruce Lake like
a baby being lowered into its crib. We unloaded our bikes, watched
Dale fly away and then there was complete silence. Within minutes a
feeling of oneness settled in amongst our small group as we processed
our situation – vast, untouched wilderness in every direction, a few
basic essentials carried between us, and our high-performance bikes
between our legs – simple ingredients that promised a very tasty
experience.

a

the hollering was less about
alerting bears and more about
uncontrollable happiness as we
carved our bikes through the
forest like skiers on a powder day.

Having no contact with the outside world is both liberating and intoxicating. Silently, we pedalled away from the lake on a beautiful trail that
meandered with small inclines and descents in a pristine coniferous
forest. The silence didn’t last long as Paddy began talking to himself
out loud and hollering periodically – best to let bears in the area know
we were coming. Most veteran Chilcotin riders have a good grizzly
story and maybe even a photograph or two. Usually they’re seen from a
distance on a barren ridge, but some mountain bikers have actually hit
bears while careening down a forested singletrack, or so we’d heard.
After about 20 minutes the trail started to gradually slope downwards
and the hollering was less about alerting bears and more about
uncontrollable happiness as we carved our bikes through the forest
like skiers on a powder day.
Unlike the technical bike trails in the Sea to Sky corridor built by
mountain bikers in just the past decade or so, the trails in the Chilcotins
are easy to ride and have a deep history. Originally they were used
by migrating wildlife and by the Tsilhqot’in First Nations people
for hunting, fishing and gathering roots and berries. In the early
nineteenth century, Europeans started trickling in and trading furs in
the region. In 1859 gold was discovered in the vicinity of the nearby
Fraser River, marking the start of the Cariboo Gold Rush and the
arrival of thousands of prospectors who travelled deep into the
mountains in search of nuggets, sometimes on these same trails.
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SNOWMOBILES | MOTORCYCLES | ATVS | SALES | SERVICE
Also specializing in Boat & Marine Services.

www.route99motorsports.com

Phone: 604.894.6840

Toll Free: 866.244.5017
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It was rare to see mountain
bikers kick back and relax mid-ride
but in such a perfect setting it
was impossible to resist.

a

Fast-forward to 2001 when the area finally became the Spruce
Lake Protected Area after conservation efforts stretching back to
the 1930s. Today, the trails are used and maintained by hikers,
horses tours and mountain bikers. The latter are definitely the new
kids on the block.
I popped out of the forest and into bright sunshine and a meadow
of wildflowers among clusters of aspens. The trail became a ribbon of
buffed singletrack on a perfect downward angle along the side of a
mountain, a slice of mountain biking nirvana. I dropped a few gears
and stomped on the pedals, trusting my tires in the grippy dirt as
I leaned into the naturally bermed corners like water in a creek.
In the distance I saw Paddy and Matt off their bikes and on the
side of the trail. My first thought was that they’d had a mechanical
problem, or perhaps a fall, but as I approached I realized they were
stretched out in the long grass, soaking up the sun and enjoying
the views of Mount Sheba, Gun Creek and the Dickson Range. It
was rare to see mountain bikers kick back and relax mid-ride but in
such a perfect setting it was impossible to resist. Our conversation
must have been steered by the stellar views and wide-open remoteness as we weaved in and out of big ideas and random thoughts.
But the perfect singletrack was beckoning and we soon transitioned
from lofty ideals to adrenalin-pumping tunnel vision. We still had
another 30 kilometres of riding to the hot tub and cold beer at the
plush Tyax Resort, our head-laying destination for the night. We
rolled away, appreciating the absolute beauty of our surroundings
and the perfect moment, knowing that tomorrow promised more
of the same. Within moments we were chasing each other down
the mountain like a pack of wolves with blood on the mind. “How
uncivilized,” I thought with a smile.

DIY
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Tyax Air: single or multi-day guided tours via seaplane. tyaxair.com

Spruce Lake Wilderness Adventures: guided pack-horse assisted
adventures. sprucelaketours.ca

Chilcotin Holidays: guided pack-horse assisted adventures.
chilcotinholidays.com

Big Mountain Bike Adventures: multi-day tours including Whistler.
ridebig.com
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca

WHISTLER & PEMBERTON’S
BIKE HEADQUARTERS

Rentals
Sales
Service
Trail Maps
Pemberton
1392 Portage Rd
(beside The Pony
Expresso)
604-894-6625

Whistler
#101- 4205 Village
Square (village
entrance/taxi loop)
604-938-9511

WWWBIKECO.CA

WWW.SOMBRIOCARTEL.COM
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Salt on, Salt off
The effects of salt and summer recreation on the Horstman Glacier
By Nicolas Teichrob

of active salting. However, by late August, when the summer skiing had
Who doesn't like a skiing in a t-shirt on a sunny, slushy day in the
been over for more than a month, the chloride in Horstman Creek remained
mountains? Blackcomb’s Horstman Glacier is Canada’s only spot for lift10 times higher than in Blackcomb Creek. This water was coming from
accessed skiing and boarding in the summer. Race, freestyle and snowboard
ice melt and water stored within the glacier, meaning some of the salt
camps sprawl over the glacier, and hundreds of public riders come up each
is stored in the glacier and released slowly. Even if the salting was halted,
day for the chance to ski and ride in the summer.
the cumulative build-up of salt in Horstman Glacier could yield high levels
But is there a hidden environmental cost? Camps need to throw salt
of chloride in the meltwater for decades to come. This has been seen in
on their courses to keep the slushy snow firm for race training and jumps
some European glaciers.
need to be hardened. I found myself asking, Where does all the salt go?
Like many glaciers in the Coast Mountains, Horstman Glacier is retreating.
Is it good for the glacier or the plants and animals living near the meltwater
Estimates show that the Horstman Glacier could shrink to 50 percent of its
stream? After some preliminary investigating, I was surprised to find out
current size by 2040 and vanish completely by 2080. Whistler Blackcomb
that nobody had published a public study on the salting of glaciers for
would like to see less salt used, but say that is unlikely due to athletes’
the purpose of recreation. As a ski bum, the idea of doing a study
requirements to train on firm snow in the warm summer
involving fieldwork on Blackcomb Mountain sounded pretty
months. The chloride levels in Horstman Creek in 2008
awesome. Soon I was working on a Master of Science
did not exceed BC environmental regulations, although it
program at the University of British Columbia, studying
is certainly possible that aquatic plants and animals will
salt use on Horstman Glacier and how it affects the
feel the cumulative effects.
downstream environment.
“If chloride in the stream nears the allowable limit then
During my fieldwork in the summer of 2008 approximatewe will have to mandate the salt usage,” says Whistler
ly 90,020 kilograms of salt (NaCl) were applied to snow
Blackcomb environmental manager Arthur Dejong. Currently
on Horstman Glacier. The study’s main concern was the
there is no scientifically based sampling or monitoring
amount of chloride present in the meltwater and how that
of the Horstman Creek meltwater. A full-time monitoring
may affect the sensitive alpine environment. Horstman
system would help WB track events that cause increased
Glacier has been salted for over 20 years, so we needed
levels of chloride and allow them to make changes to their
some way of comparing the chloride in Horstman Creek
salting plans and methods accordingly. But DeJong says
to that of the natural environment. Luckily, neighbouring
that WB is not planning on regular monitoring salt/chloBlackcomb Glacier and Blackcomb Creek represented an
Heather Shantz PHOTO. ride in Horstman Creek. Some consider this approach too
un-salted natural setting, allowing us a control to measure
reactive, rather than proactive.
against. Using these two systems, we sampled meltwater and constructed
In the end, we are mountain people and we love to play in the
stations to monitor the water chemistry throughout the melt season.
resources that Mother Nature provides. But decades of altering the natural
Chloride in Horstman Creek ranged from 5 to 60 times greater than that in
environment may catch up to us at some point in time and as a ski bum
Blackcomb Creek during the period of active salting (June and July). We
and mountain scientist, I would like to never see that day come.
expected to see elevated chloride levels in the meltwater during the period
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Salting helps keep the jumps hard and the runs fast. Nicolas Teichrob photo.

"In the summer of 2008 approximately
90,020 kilograms of salt (NaCl) were
applied to snow on Horstman Glacier."

STREETTOPEAK.COM

604-935-9600
4-4573 CHATEAU BLVD
LOCATED IN THE UPPER VILLAGE,
ACROSS FROM PORTOBELLO

ALSO AT STREET TO PEAK

Going up? Horstman T-Bar, late summer. Heather Shantz PHOTO.
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Epictrip

school of rock

photography by JIM MARTINELLO

Fifty Pitches of BC’s remote gem, Mt Bute
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ount Bute, tucked away at the end of the Bute Inlet on
British Columbia’s central coast, is one of those fantastically
remote mountains that few people will ever lay eyes on in
their lifetime, let alone climb. But in July 2009 that’s exactly what
three local climbers did.
Born-and-raised Pemberton climber Jason Sinnes first saw Bute’s
huge vertical western wall while heli-logging in the area. “He showed
me a picture of it about ten years ago,” says Jim Martinello, “and ever
since it has been our dream to climb that face.”
The dream became a reality thanks to the Mugs Stump Alpine
Climbing Award, a memorial bursary established to help adventurers
and climbers achieve big, expensive goals. With Mugs Stump’s help
(and that of Mountain Equipment Co-op) Sinnes, Martinello and
long-time Whistlerite Bruce Kay flew into Bute Inlet by float plane and
got a bump up to the base of the mountain from a friend doing some
heli-survey work in the area.
“The lower face of Mount Bute had never been climbed,” Martinello
says. “Jason and I had been in there before. Three years ago we did
a nine-hour bushwhack through devils club and slash alder to get to
the base and then got rained out.”
This time around, the team was blessed with bluebird weather, and
with over 6000 feet of rock climbing ahead of them it was essential to
go fast and light as possible.
“We took small day packs, minimal gear and light sleeping bags,”
Martinello says; “We slept on ledges along the route. Everyone
climbed superbly. The first night we ran out of water but after some

more great climbing by Jason and Bruce we found some snow to
melt by lunchtime on day two. The toughest part was just figuring out
where the route would go.”
Night two on the wall was much more restful, set up with a
majestic sunset over Bute Inlet. Morning dawned clear and blue and
the climbers made a dash for the summit. “We decided to go light as
possible,” Martinello says. “The first few pitches were exciting ones.
Everyone climbed really well, getting us through amazing corners,
face climbing, friction and run-outs. The climbing kept getting better
the higher we got.”
By 8:30 that evening they were on the summit, happy, proud, and
over a mile straight above where they started. “We were all happy
with our leads and proud of each other,” Martinello says. “It was such
a treat just looking out to Waddington Range and at all the inlets that
flow into these magnificent mountains, knowing we had reached our
goal and honoured that the Mugs Stump foundation believed in us
and our trip.”
But the first ascent celebration didn’t last long – the trio still had
to get back to their stashed packs and gear. “We rappelled down in
the dark and slept on the ropes that night.” Martinello recalls a
massive wall rat trying to chew on Bruce’s climbing shoe throughout
the night. “Who knows how he got up there. But he’s living in one of
the most amazing places in BC.”
The trio named the route School of Rock. It went at 5’11 A1
(50 pitches).
– Feet Banks

LEFT PAGE: At the top of the first 3000-ft. wall, Bruce Kay scans the buttress and wall of Mt. Bute's upper flanks. The three climbers hung
out for a while in awe at how much still remained. “Wow, we've got so much climbing to go,” said Sinnes. “It just keeps getting better and
better the higher we get.”
ABOVE: Swirling currents of the Bute Inlet send the climbers off after an incredible journey.The inlet is 80 km long from its head at the mouths
of the Homathko and Southgate Rivers.
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After an exposed traverse, Sinnes pulls over onto a ledge
near pitch #45. The Hamathko River flows into the Bute Inlet
in the distance. In the middle of the frame, the Gargoyles
stand at roughly the same height of the Stawamus Chief.

Three years ago, Martinello and Sinnes bushwacked
through the foreground forest for nine hours with packs
crammed full of gear, only to be shut down by a coastal
downpour. They returned in July of last year and were
rewarded with bluebird skies for the entire climb. This
photo shows their route and camp spots.
LEFT: Bruce Kay seconds up the steep corner system on
the first pitch of the third and final day. Named School
of Rock, the route went at 5’11 A1 (50 pitches) and was
mostly freed except where the cracks were jammed with
coastal moss.
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You have to experience this!
All Ages Welcome

Scenic Airplane Tours
■ Glacier Heli Landings
■ Custom Charters
■ Child/Group Rates
■

Book your tour now!

1-800-265-0088
www.glacierair.com
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ABOVE: Jason Sinnes and Bruce Kay stand on the summit of Mount Bute,
enjoying the fine view before the long rappel down.
LEFT: Sinnes traverses onto the upper headwall and into the best cracks on
the route, some 5000 ft. above the forest floor.
BELOW: From the summit of Mount Bute at sunset, Mount Waddington
(at 13,260 ft. the highest peak in British Columbia) towers above the
smoke-filled valleys and peaks of the Waddington Range.

DIY

Although most of us probably lack the skills and the testicular
fortitude to undertake an adventure like this one on Mount Bute,
that doesn't mean we shouldn't jump at any chance to explore
BC's lesser-known areas. Glacier Air flies out of Squamish and will
go almost anywhere. glacierair.com
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Bored?
GET ON A BOARD
“Boredom is
indicative of
a lazy mind!”

When the dog days of summer hit, every complaining child has heard at least one version of this go-to parent
mantra. Maybe not everyone’s parents throw words like “indicative” at their six-year-olds but their message is
usually the same.
Of course, the parents are right. Summer in the Coast Mountains is anything but boring. There is always
something awesome to do – all you need is some kind of board. From a mellow evening paddleboard along the edge
of Howe Sound to a sphincter-tightening, top speed skateboard down the Duffy Lake Road, the Coast Mountains
offer a wide variety of ways to shin-kick your lazy mind, beat the scorching heat, and have some real homegrown
fun. This summer if you’re bored, hop on a board.

– Feet Banks

The Whistler Skatepark is legendary but
these days Squamish is the happening spot.
“It’s a great scene right now,” says Mike
Quesnel, owner of Stuntwood, Squampton’s
only skateshop. “All the old dogs have moved
down from Whis and the kids come out all the
time. It’s very cool and chill, nobody bugs.
It’s like Whistler in the old days.”
Rather than fill the shop with the crap you
find at the giant box stores, Stuntwood only
supports skateboarder-owned-and-operated
companies. "Supporting the brotherhood,"
Quesnel explains: "Skateboarding hasn't been
invaded by the corporate world yet. The
suits can’t figure out how to get in with the
youth who put so much into skateboarding.”
Quesnel adds that skating is not like golf or
snowboarding where anyone who can afford
it can get good at it. “You have to be willing
to beat yourself up to get good at skating. It’s
heart and soul, pay your dues!"
Stuntwood organizes free kids' skate camp
sessions at the Squamish park from 10 am
to noon every second Saturday all summer
long. “It’s a good atmosphere for kids to meet
other kids, learn safety and get introduced
to skateboarding,” Quesnel says. “The moms
like it too. Anyone can learn to skate, don’t be
intimidated, come out for a roll.”
stuntwood.ca has all the info you need and a
good local skate blog.

skate
board

ABOVE: Matt Domanski in the Squamish skatepark. MIKE QUESNEL PHOTO.
LEFT: Chris Charlebois kickflips a trailer gap to beat the boredom blues.
BRIAN HOCKENSTEIN PHOTO.
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“If you walk out of the house with your board in hand, I guarantee you’ll have a better day
than if you’d left it behind,” says Blake Startup, Team Manager at Landyachtz, Canada’s
top longboard manufacturer.
The long version is much different than traditional skateboarding. “It’s more practical
and easier to ride,” Startup says. “That attitude you sometimes find with skateboarding
doesn’t come with longboarding at all. You don’t need to worry about being accepted or
landing tricks. It’s more a form of transportation. Go from point A to point B and have as
much fun as you can along the way.”
The first Landyachtz longboards were handmade in the basement of the Blackcomb Ski
Club cabin back in 1998 by North Shore kids Mike Perreten and Tom Edstrand, who had
no problem finding great spots to test their product. The long grades and steep hills of the
Sea to Sky are a dream come true for any skill level.
“Britannia Beach is an awesome spot to ride,” says Startup. “But it’s double black diamond
stuff. Same with the Duffy Lake Road. We were hauling balls up there, the guys were going
85-90 kilometres an hour for so long they forgot they were going that fast.”
For beginners Blake recommends the Valley Trail in Whistler, the Seawall in Vancouver,
or the Mount Seymour demonstration forest. “Seymour is smooth rolling hills and no cars,”
he says. “Perfect.”
Hit up landyachtz.com or coastlongboarding.com
RIGHT: Snow, sun, trees and a dude hauling ass – just another boring day in the Coast Mountains.
ABOVE: There's nothing boring about going the speed limit when you're not in a vehicle. 80km/hour
longboading. TODD LAWSON PHOTOS.

Captions. xx PHOTO.

sURF board
There isn’t any real surf in the Sea to Sky (the occasional freak swell
at Ambleside Park doesn’t count) and the best BC surfing happens
during the winter months but that doesn’t mean a summer surf trip to
Vancouver Island is a bad idea.
Even if you’re just riding foam, the scenery and character on BC’s
West Coast is mind-blowing, with rainforest and wind-battered landscapes

snow
board
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you could stare at for a lifetime and never get bored. Plus you never
know when a summer swell might roll in.
Sitka Surfboards was started by a Whistler local and with shops
in both Vancouver and Victoria they are a killer resource for gear and
information. sitkasurfboards.com

Snowboarding in your shorts and t-shirt is one of those things
that you really have to experience once in your lifetime, or once
a year for most of your lifetime. Whistler Valley Snowboard Club
founder Rob Picard has spent chunks of the last 18 summers up
on Blackcomb’s Horstman Glacier. “I think I started in 1993,”
Picard says. “You take it for granted after a while but for people
that don’t get a chance to ride amazing parks and a variety of
handrails, summer on the glacier might be some of the best
riding of the year for them.”
The glacier is open to the public but for early-morning
lift access and the best terrain, you need to sign up for a
camp. “Our club uses the Camp of Champions pipe to train
on,” Picard says. “Every year my kids leave with new tricks
they wouldn’t try in the icy pipes of winter.”
Summer on the glacier is not just for kids, though – you’re
never to old to learn a backside 360, in shorts, in the summer,
with a t-shirt on (a few sips of liquid courage on the deck
helps, too).
campofchampions.com has the best terrain on the glacier.
whistlervalleysnowboardclub.ca offers year-round snowboard
coaching.

ABOVE: Shannon Brown lives in
Tofino and kills it on a daily basis.
KYLER VOS PHOTO.
LEFT: Drew Heifitz boosting the
summer pipe on Blackcomb. RICH
GLASS PHOTO.

wake
skate

“Last year wake surf was just as popular as
wake boarding,” says Whistler Wake’s Aron
Delucry. “We create a perfect wave with the
boat – slow and consistent – so it is a bit easier
than regular surfing.”
For surf, board, or even ski, Whistler Wake
has a new Super Air Nautique 210 towboat in the
fleet. They’re also starting a Junior Development
Team. “Our main goal is to get our local kids into
wakeboarding and get them into some local and
provincial competitions,” Aron says. “There are
many young snowboarders here with lots of talent. I want to provide them with a summer board
sport and a chance to develop their skills.”
But you don’t have to be a local to get out
and enjoy a rip on Green Lake; everyone is
welcome to enjoy some water sports and killer
views. “The scenery here is mind-blowing,”
Aron adds. “Even after three summers out here
every day I’m still blown away. I’ve wakeboarded
everywhere – Kelowna, Florida, the Bayou.
Nothing compares to the backdrop here: Whistler,
Blackcomb, Wedge, the Rainbow Glacier….
This is the most scenic wakeboarding spot in
the world.”
whistlerwake.com does lessons, boat rentals
and more.

wake surf

wake
board

ABOVE: James Balzer cranks one on the
wakeskate. RUSSELL DALBY PHOTO.
RIGHT: Jen Ingram shows the boys how
it's done. DAGAN BEACH PHOTO.
INSET: Jean-Philippe Pouliot at Anderson
Lake. AMELIE LEGARE PHOTO.

stand-up

paddle
board

The roots of stand-up paddleboarding can be traced
back to ancient Polynesians and Hawaiians. Originally
used to ride ocean waves, the paddleboarders of the
fifties (mostly Hawaiians and California beach boys)
used it to teach surfing – standing made it easier to
see sets coming and to move from one client to the
next. The Sea to Sky doesn’t get a lot of big swell but
the sport has blown up in the last year and according to
Pam Young of Stand-up Paddleboard BC, there is plenty
of fun to be had in our lakes.
“It’s such a great way to explore the lakes in Whistler,”
she says. “You can get into all the little nooks and
crannies while enjoying our amazing scenery.”
It’s harder to fall off than it looks but there are definitely
tricks to learn about paddling, stance and moving on the
board. Stand-up Paddleboard BC offers lessons, rentals, and safety tips for paddlers aged six and up.
Big wave surfer Laird Hamilton probably started the
recent resurgence of the sport, using flatwater paddleboarding as a way to maintain his core fitness. “After
that,” Pam says, “people began getting into it quickly.
It’s the best core upper-body workout you can get.” If
it’s good enough for Laird, it’s good enough to beat
your summer boredom blues into submission. supbc.com
can set you up with a paddle board adventure in Whistler or the Okanangan.

Bored? Broke? No problem: anyone can skimboard. All
you really need is a piece of plywood, a six-pack, some
onlookers to laugh at your bails, and some shallow
water. Spanish Banks in Vancouver has long been a
popular spot but any sandy beach will do for those new
to the sport. Of course, some local skimboarders are
a bit more advanced, bringing custom boards, homemade rails and new elements of seriousity to the sport.
And with over 25,000 kilometres of coastline there are
plenty of secret spots out there. However, Vancouver’s
Wreck Beach at sunset is probably the best place in
BC to go “balls out” with your skimboarding.
PD’s Hotshop in Vancouver is the place to go for
boards. skimbc.com is home to Vancouver Island’s
skim community.
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ABOVE: Who knows what lurks just below the surface of Green Lake but it certainly isn't
boredom. BRUCE ROWLES PHOTO.
BELOW: Wade Iley, Backcountry skimboarding. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.

skim
board
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KITE

board

Flying through the air is almost never boring and good
kiteboarders seem to be sailing above the water as often
as on top of it. Squamish, which means “Big Wind” in
the local First Nations dialect, has long attracted folks
looking to harness some of the most consistent 15-25knot summer winds in Canada.
“Squamish was discovered as an ideal windsurf spot
sometime in the mid-eighties,” says local photographer
Jim Hegan, “but nowadays it’s 80-90 percent kiteboarders,
many of whom are converted windsurfers.”
The Squamish Windsport Society manages the
Squamish spit and has a jetski on-site for safety and
rescuing those who can’t rescue themselves.
“It’s a friendly, positive community out there,” says
Hegan, who has counted as many as 50 kiteboarders
out at once. “As well as being one of the most scenic
kiteboard destinations on earth with 360 degree views of
sheer bliss. You can play like a ten-year-old all day and
then enjoy a beer at the end.”
Get info, rules and a map at squamishwindsports.com
Lessons, demos and local knowledge at
seatoskykiteboarding.com

RIVER
SURF

Creativity is the enemy of boredom and surfers who lack
the time or money to get to the coast or rent a boat can
still enjoy riding a standing wave in one of the Sea to Sky's
many epic rivers. All you need is a rope and something to
tie it to (a bridge works pretty well). Finding the perfect wave
on the perfect spot is half the fun and rides are gnarlier
during early summer when runoff water levels are highest.
Play safe, have a throw-rope handy for rescues, and we
shouldn't have to tell you that river surfing just upstream
from a waterfall is a probably a bad idea.

TOP: Crazy Bob facing Mamquam Mountain. JIM HEGAN PHOTO.
Kitebording in Howe Sound. MATT DOMANSKI PHOTO.
LEFT: Editor Feet Banks riversurfing circa 1995.
SEMELE ANSTIS PHOTO.
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Life's a Beach... and then you ski
By Ace MacKay-Smith
I had a neon one-piece bathing suit, a hair crimper, and a neon one-piece
ski suit back when I arrived in Whistler in the late eighties. But around
these parts we ski right into the third week of July and in those days
especially, swimsuits often did double-duty as ski gear.
The mountain swimsuit doesn’t make a lot of practical sense and in the
beginning Whistler pioneer Myrtle Phillip and the ladies didn’t ski in their
suits so much as hang out at the very same beaches we all flock to now –
Rainbow, Alta, Alpha, to name a few.
No surprise that swimwear has shrunk over the years. The first ladies
of Whistler not only wore bulky tank dresses, but also long undershorts.
Better safe than sorry, although I doubt they worried about the UV index.
The men of the 1920s, surprisingly, look very similar to the present-day
in tank tops and long shorts. Guys have always been limited in their fashion
variations, and apart from the Beach Blanket Bingo–influenced trunks of
the fifties and sixties, and the sometimes too cut-off jeans of the seventies
(hello!), the fellas don’t have much else to work with. The Speedo makes
sense, less tan lines and quicker to dry off, but they never caught on in
Whistler. We’ve got a European-style village but you can keep your nuthuggers, thank you very much.
Like ski gear, the thick textiles of early swimsuits got weighty when wet
and were quickly replaced with evolving fabrics, fads and pop culture.
A quick rundown of Whistler swimsuits: The fifties started to sexify the
female by bringing her mountains to the forefront and creating definitive
peaks. In the sixties, bikinis ruled, even hitting the slopes as the swimwear
got bolder and brighter. The seventies brought less structure as a freestyle
attitude prevailed in both ski and swimsuits. This “anything goes” esthetic
led to low-slung bottoms, flimsy triangles and psychedelic flower prints.
This decade also brought about the complete lack of attire, with nudity
at the beaches and streakers at many of the classic Whistler roundhouse
parties.
Then came the prosperous eighties and one-pieces crossed over from
beach to peak. Everything was about “higher” or “more” and around 1985
the Supermodel mentality –“you can never be too rich or too thin”– raised
the leg holes to ridiculous proportions. At the same time, Blackcomb’s
lift service was raised to 5280 feet, making it North America’s only “milehigh” mountain and opening access to the Horstman Glacier for public
skiing in July.
The Girl Power of the nineties began to quell the rise of the mountain
bathing suit, ironically replacing it with baggy, oversized snow gear and, on
the beach, the boyshorts… for girls. For the active ladies of Whistler, this
sporty boyshort bottom (and top) worked. You could swim, ski, bike, and
windsurf in the same outfit and still look pretty cute doing it (and forget the
worry of things shifting during flight).
Today, bikinis rule the beaches but many believe the only way to stay
ahead of the fashion curve is to wear the one suit that will never go out
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of style – the birthday suit. You might not be able to wear it everywhere, but Whistler still has a place for it, especially at the nudie
docks of Lost Lake. And if you don’t like it, well, don’t look.
Skiing naked has also had its run around Whistler but falls
became disastrous very quickly and “cheese-grater chic” has yet
to catch on.

Top Left: Alta Lake
circa 1920. WHISTLER
MUSEUM AND ARChIVES.
Top Right: Alta Lake today.
RICH GLASS PHOTO.
Above left to right,
top to bottom:
Whistler Nude Dock, 1970s.
DAVE STEERS PHOTO.
Isobel MacLaurin, 1960s.
DON MACLAURIN PHOTO.
Citta's waitresses, 1980s.
JORGE ALVAREZ PHOTO.
Ace in classic '80s zebra.
JORGE ALVAREZ PHOTO.

Karen Vagelatos
Real Estate Agent

Karen Vagelatos has made it to the top without chairlifts.
Her hard work and desire to succeed allows her to excel as
one of Whistler’s most knowledgable realtors.

Phone: 604.905.2820
Cell: 604.902.2520
Email: karen@wrec.com
WHISTLER BOWL AUG 1963 - PRIOR TO SKI LIFTS
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Unknown Paddler, Skookumchuck Narrows.

Kyle Norbraten, Sunshine Coast.
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Nicolas Teichrob photo.

dean cote photo.

Ride Don't Slide, Whistler Mountain.

Nicolas Teichrob photo.
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photogallery

Paul Cordy, University Wall 5.12b.
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PAUL BRIDE photo.

Nicolas Teichrob photo.

bruce rowles photo.

paul morrison photo.
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Got Pain? Get Hydrotherapy
By Jessica Schaeffer
When the summer sun finally melts away the white of winter,
nature's most important healing element is born. The lakes are warm
enough to swim in, the roads to all-natural hot springs finally open
up and glacier-fed rivers and streams hold many of the minerals
essential to healing both acute and chronic injuries. If you fall off
your bike in the backcountry, you most likely aren't packing fresh ice
to wrap around your sprained ankle. What to do? Find a stream or
river and let the cold water do its work. Feeling stressed out after a
long week? Soak yourself in some natural hot springs or the warmest
lake around – water is everywhere, and has been used to heal for
centuries.
First documented in the fifth century BC by the Greek physician
Hippocrates, hydrotherapy is the therapeutic use of water at any
temperature, including ice plunges and hot baths. Ancient Egyptians
added flower essences and aromatic oils to bathwater to promote
healing, while for ancient Romans, the communal bath was a way of
life. In Greece, Hippocrates advocated bathing in spring water and
North America’s Aboriginal peoples worshiped the healing powers of
hot springs and cold-water pools for thousands of years, considering
them gifts from their gods. Today, not much has changed.
“Hydrotherapy is a key tool for improving one's health,” says
Cathy Cranston, a Registered Massage Therapist from Scandinave
Spa Whistler. “Contrasting hot/cold improves immune system function
and aids in detoxifying by both improving waste removal from tissues
and improving circulation so there is better nutrient delivery.”
Immersion into warm water dilates skin pores and increases blood
flow to the skin and other organs. When the warm water contains
therapeutic minerals such as sulfates, sodium, potassium, magnesium,
zinc, chloride, silica, and others, the benefits to the body are magnified.
“The heat expands blood vessels so they fill with blood and the cold
constricts, creating the pumping effect,” says Cranston, who urges
her clients to seek the benefits of hydrotherapy before a massage.
“Heat on its own soothes our aches, increases blood flow, aids in
toxin elimination through both perspiration and lymphatic drainage.
Conversely, cold stimulates, increases metabolic rate, increases
heart rate, increases muscle tone and increases blood pressure.”
Runners, cyclists and other mountain athletes often use ice baths
to decrease inflammation in joints after long days of physical activity.
But the cold is not for everyone.
“I use heat because I have joint degeneration,” says former
Whistler resident Dr. Barbie Taylor. “Heat loosens the body and
therefore lessens my pain.” Dr. Taylor has suffered from chronic
arthritis for years, and starts every day with a soothing hot bath.
“For people with arthritis, heat is fabulous. Cold just makes me
miserable, but it all depends on the circumstance. For someone with
an acute injury with inflammation, cold slows down your body's
initial reaction to the pain, and speeds up the recovery process.”
In the end, it doesn't matter how or where you immerse your body
in water, or what temperature you choose. Water is life and everyone
knows what a dip in the lake will do to that pounding Margarita
hangover.

todd lawson photos.
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LOCAL MOTION
THERAPY

We have a special interest in
getting you out there again!

Physiotherapy
Massage Therapy
Acupuncture
Chiropractic
Pedorthist (Orthotics)
Craniosacral Therapy

604-894-5525
Come in or call us to get
an appointment...

FIND US AT:
110-1411 Portage Road, Pemberton, BC, V0N 2L0
www.localmotiontherapy.com info@localmotiontherapy.com
Open Monday – Saturday
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the loft salon
Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca
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www.theloftsalon.com
211- 4368 Main Street, Whistler Village.
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artistprofile

packrat

love
By Juan Hitta

recycling
life-long
obsessions
with averice
designs
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“everywhere i go i am on the hunt,”

says jewelry designer Andrea Cooney. “Old bookstores, estate
sales, even walking through the parking lot or along the train
tracks I will find a perfectly bent little washer that looks cool
because the train ran over it. Everyday garbage becomes the
centrepiece for your ring.”
The 27-year-old Pemberton resident gives new life to old objects
by incorporating “found treasures” into silver and resin-based
rings, brooches and pendants. “It’s all about finding the little
one-of-a-kind trinkets and things that people have hoarded in their
basement forever, that they won’t let go,” Cooney says. “I called
my company Averice Designs, it’s a play on the old English word
‘avarice’ which means greed. I get to collect and make stuff that
shows off people’s psychoses and their greed.”
She elaborates, “I’ll go to an estate sale looking for dusty old
brooches and charms or whatever and a lot of the time people will
just give me boxes of crap they have been keeping for years but
could never throw out. They’re stoked to know that someone else
will at least use it.”
Cooney also cuts apart old books, comics and personal letters
but her best find thus far is an antique watchmaker’s desk from
1912. The cabinets were fully stocked with thousands of tiny
gears, springs, crystals and rubies. “He was old and senile and
he couldn’t see anymore,” Cooney says. “And his wife told him to
get that shit out of the basement. That was the find of the century.
It totally altered my style because suddenly I had all these rare
old materials.”
Her style has been described as “Industrial Victorian Filigree”
but Cooney is quick to improvise and change things up with whatever
she has on hand. “I’ve set pieces of hornet nests, bugs, lots of
lichen,” she says. “Mostly these days I am doing a lot of custom
work. People bring me heirlooms and stuff from their family history
that they want to hold on to as a keepsake but it’s too ugly to wear
as is. I’m making a ring for the daughter of that old watchmaker
so at least some of his cool stuff stays in the family.”
It’s all a little bit morbid, remixing nostalgia and encasing family
history next to materials that may have been picked up in a parking
lot, but it’s definitely unique. And it seems to be working – Averice
pieces have been selling consistently since 2008.
“People packrat,” Andrea Cooney says, “but I am the little
packrat who scoops up all the other packrats’ stuff. I just go
crazy. I always have a giant mess in front of me of tiny bits that I
have hacked out of other tiny bits and then I just start collage-ing
it together.”
In the age of reduce-recycle-reuse, where greed or avarice is
not something people generally want on display, the “little packrat”
seems to be onto something big.
Averice Designs can be found in Whistler’s Chili Thom Gallery or
at averice.ca.

MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

"his wife told him to get that
shit out of the basement.
That was the find of the century."
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squamish
mountain festival
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squamishmountainfestival.com
a 4 day celebration of climbing culture
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COME CATCH
SOME AIR!

Experience Your Own
Scenic Flightseeing
Adventure Today
From Just

99

$

per person

Vancouver Harbour

Vancouver International Airport

helijet.com 1.800.987.4354

Grouse Mountain

keygear

Summer Reading
By Feet Banks
Bear-ology ($18) By Sylvia Dolson
A Whistler Bear Story ($14.95) by Katherine Fawcett
Whistler’s relationship with bears goes back to times when there was no
Whistler, just bears. And our continual mission to co-exist with our fuzzy
neighbours gets a boost with these two books. Bear-ology is full of facts,
trivia and all kinds of interesting information about bears. It’s a perfect book
for kids or the kind of thing you can keep in the bathroom and read a little
here or there. A Whistler Bear Story is more photo-oriented and delivers
stunning images of local black bears and helps give an understanding of
the role they play in our valley. (Or is it their valley?) In both cases, the more
we understand bears the more we will understand their value and what we
must do to protect them. pixyjackpress.com

Return to Antarctica ($34.95) By Adrian Raeside
Whistler local Adrian Raeside’s great-grandfather (and two of his great
uncles) were members of the ill-fated 1911 Robert Scott expedition to discover the South Pole. They even lived to tell about their travels, enough
so that Adrian ventures down to the white continent and stands in the
same wind-battered huts in which his ancestors survived blizzards and
plummeting temperatures 100 years ago. Combining wit and insight with
never-before-published information from his relatives’ journals, letters and
conversations, Raeside pieces together a superb retelling of Scott’s fateful
journey and the lives and turmoil of the men who accompanied him. This
is real adventure, where it’s -75 degrees and you have to feed your own
shit to the dogs because there’s just nothing else available, knowing that
if the storm doesn’t break soon you’ll be eating those same dogs yourself.
Raeside’s humour, sidebars, and natural pacing turn a well-known story
into an engaging historical epic. returntoantartica.com

Dodging the Toxic Bullet ($21.95) By David R. Boyd
A few years ago American scientists found that the umbilical cord blood
of newborn infants contained over 200 industrial chemicals. That is really
bad news. So bad, that it inspired Vancouver author/environmental lawyer
David Boyd to write this fascinating, if unnerving, book about all the dangerous crap in the world and how it’s seeping into our bodies. Big industry
doesn’t give a hoot about people and the government is not protecting us
from dangerous pesticides, chemicals and toxins. Look how long it took
for them to do away with lead, asbestos and that stuff in hairspray that was
killing the ozone. The book is unsettling no doubt, but Boyd offers tips and
advice on how to protect ourselves from everyday environmental health
hazards. He’s even got recipes for safe household cleaners. So ditch the
Febreeze and the plug-in air fresheners and get to work on detoxifying
your home and neighbourhood before your kids end up with respiratory
disease, or brain damage, or three arms. Or worse. greystonebooks.ca
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promotion

Diamond Sport Bag
Every bag is different due to the custom diamond-stitch patterns but all
feature a nifty collapsible wet/dry compartment to keep wet swimsuits or
towels separate from your other gear. Padded and removable hand and
shoulder straps and a connectable yoga pad sleeve make this sport bag
highly functional yet also very stylish. onsightequipment.com
Gibbon Slackline
It's portable, it's active, it's fun. Slacklining is a new sport that provides
a balance challenge and hours of fun while increasing core strength and
coordination. With the Gibbon Slackline kit's two-part ratchet tensioning
system all you need are two anchor points (usually trees) and the kit provides
the rest. Just connect both ends of the two-inch webbing and you're ready
to start walking. Jayson, Escape Route, Whistler. escaperoute.ca

The Leatt-Brace
The Leatt-Brace is one of the most important pieces of protection for
motorcycle and mountain bike enthusiasts. Designed to bring the head to
a controlled stop, the Leatt-Brace provides a padded rigid structure that
safely transfers and redirects impacts from the helmet to the brace. Over
long distances the Leatt-Brace offers relief from neck fatigue and is proven
to help prevent major injuries. It’s as important as wearing a helmet and
works with most body armour. Mark, Route 99 Motorsports, Squamish.
route99motorsports.com
Nomis Women's Swimwear
This summer Nomis is encouraging girls to be themselves, have fun,
and unleash their true colours to the world. Hi, Street to Peak, Whistler.
streettopeak.com

MAIN STORE
VILLAGE

PAN PACIFIC
MOUNTAINSIDE

4204 Village Square

4320 Sundial Crescent

604-932-6611

604-962-0414

Squamish Bouldering Second Edition ($37.50) By Marc Bourdon
The sport of bouldering – climbing on small boulders unhindered by a rope – draws thousands of
visitors to Squamish every summer. But the region is vast, and necessitates a well-organized
guidebook to locate the 2500+ boulder problems
nestled throughout the old-growth forests. At 425
pages and in full, vibrant colour, this new tome
does an excellent job of presenting a vast array
of climbing information through the use of topographical maps, photographs and eye-catching
icons, which hint at the character of each climb
(my personal favourite is the little ghost, which
indicates the climb is frighteningly high). Available
July 1. quickdrawpublications.com

CLOCKTOWER
INN

UPPER
VILLAGE

4262 Village Stroll

4557 Blackcomb Way

604-938-8059

604-932-6671
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Jon Turk – I wrote the first environmental
science book for Earth Day One back in 1970.
Back then I believed, coming out of the 1960s,
that we had the spiritual will to save the world
and what we needed was technology. Now, we
have the technology but it seems we have lost
that spiritual momentum so I quit textbooks and
am writing about the ancient wisdoms with the
hope that I will add something to creating that
spiritual momentum that I think we need. I know
we need it.
ML – Kutcha, the raven, is a big part of your
book, and most people who live in the mountains
also hold special feelings for that bird. Do ravens
seem to pop up more frequently in your life since
you’ve finished this book?
the raven's gift ($27.99) By Jon Turk

“The morning sun hung low
and red on the southern
horizon, as if reluctant to
crawl out its sleeping bag
and go pee.” (p. 225)
If you spend any amount of time outdoors,
this book will sing to you. With a scientist’s eye,
an open mind, and a great sense of prose and
poise, Jon Turk examines the nature-connect
and mysticism of a group of Siberian Arctic
reindeer herders. When Moolynaut, a 97-yearold shaman woman, enlists Kutcha, the raven
spirit, to magically heal Turk’s re-injured pelvis
(originally fractured in an avalanche) we are
pulled into a tale of nature, magic and the loss of
an ancient way of life.
A PhD chemist and a lifelong skier and adventurer, 64-year-old Turk is torn between his life
experiences and his scientific training and The
Raven’s Gift is an honest and engagingly written
battle pitting logic against magic and progress
against tradition.
Skiing over the barren tundra, searching for
answers and reindeer, Turk battles tragedy, bitter cold, and the bureaucratic hurdles of doing
anything in post-Perestroika Russia. He comes
out the other end with a healed pelvis and a
shining truth – science and shamanistic magic
don’t have to be mutually exclusive and if we are
hoping to get anywhere in the future we had best
pay more attention to the peoples of the past.
Jon Turk spends his winters skiing powder in
Fernie, BC, but Mountain Life reached him at his
summer residence in Montana.
Mountain Life – How was your winter? How
is your pelvis holding up?
Jon Turk – It’s 100 percent. I skied some big
lines in Alaska, the “No Fall” zone more or less,
I wouldn’t do that if I didn’t trust my pelvis 100
percent. It’s as good as new.
ML – This is your third adventure book but you’ve
published 25 environmental science textbooks?
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Jon Turk – I live in the Rockies, there are ravens here. I see them all the time. The question
isn’t whether you see a raven, it’s whether you
take the time to stop, see it, and connect. Make
it a magical part of your day.
ML – I think ravens, most birds actually, can
read minds. You know the crows at the beach
campsites that peck at your food? If you have a
rock in your hand, you can’t get near them. But
if you don’t have a rock the crow won’t fly off
until the last moment? What’s up with that?
Jon Turk – Yeah, I know that there is communication there. Obviously we can communicate
with dogs and cats. A dog will know if you are
happy, sad, angry, or threatened sometimes better than a human will. As soon as you accept
that there is cross-species communication then
the question is: how many animals we can communicate with?
ML – Kutcha is a guide to the spirit world, and
on this journey and in this book you enter the
spirit world. Talk about that.
Jon Turk – The important thing, the first step,
is to realize and accept the fact that the spirit
world exists. Many religions over time have talked about the “ecstatic state” and how it can be
achieved. Sweat lodge, music, dance, pain, suffering, powder skiing…
ML – Totally, like skiing in your slough and you
get that moment where motion stands still, or
rock climbing and being so focused on a tiny
piece of rock.
Jon Turk – I’ve been rock climbing for 40
years. Every rock climber knows that when you
are there you are in the moment of mindfulness,
the ecstatic state. Nothing else comes even
close in its human value. That is where we want
to be, as I get older that is the most important
thing to me now, to find ways to get there.
ML – The story of Moolynaut and the reindeer
people is similar to the story of indigenous peoples the world over. It’s getting impossible to

find people who grew up outside the engine of
Western culture. Do you think we can preserve
the human-nature connection of our ancestors
or, moving ahead, will we have to re-invent our
own?
Jon Turk – That is a deep question. It’s my
belief that our society is at a tipping point. I am a
scientist and environmentally things are a bit on
edge right now for a lot of reasons. If we are to
survive and move on as a species we have to live
in a sustainable way, that is a truism.
Now I think one way to do it is to look back at
ancient wisdoms and see their value. It doesn’t
mean we have to move into a cave and eat roots
and berries but if we incorporate the values and
wisdoms of shamanic traditions into our world,
and learn a reverence for the earth, that is a
good thing. Hopefully the kids learn faster than
we did.

The Raven’s Gift is available at bookstores or
directly from Jon at jonturk.net/store

The good life.
Lakeside.

The good life awaits on the shores of Green Lake, Whistler.
Offering superior dining, cozy lodging and activities by
Whistler Eco Tours on our stunning 42 acre private property.

Advising clients in Whistler for over 15 years
Committed to delivering timely market information
Prompt & discreet service – exceptional results

Direct: 604-905-6336
RE/MAX Sea to Sky Real Estate Whistler 135-4370 Lorimer Road
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golf

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

Sea to Sky Superintendents work to keep the game as green as possible
By the beginning of the twentieth century when the game
was becoming popular in Canada, most of the golf courses built
were still done so according to the old Scottish traditions – by
When Scotsmen first started bashing stones with a stick in
following the ebb and flow of the natural terrain. But all that
the fifteenth century, there were no fertilizers, pesticides or
changed after World War II, when innovations in chemistry,
greens. Using hand-carved clubs, the Scots played their
construction, and irrigation allowed developers to carve out
“gouf” somewhat haphazardly between naturally occurring
new golf courses almost anywhere, including the mountains.
seaside dunes, ridges, gullies and rabbit runs. These
“We somehow got away from the
“fairgreens” (as courses were called
Scottish origins of the game,” says Arin the day) had no yardages and no par
“Our courses are built to
nold Palmer, the legend and designer of
– just a basket on a stick stuck in a
hole at the other end.
enhance the game of golf, Whistler's first layout, the Whistler Golf
Club. “A golf course should blend into
For hundreds of years golf was
but not at the expense of
its environment. Our courses are built to
played as man against nature, with rain
and stiff winds providing a challenging
destroying natural features.” enhance the game of golf, but not at the
expense of destroying natural features.”
environment on a natural playing field.
It's too bad Arnie didn't utter these
The height of the grass was stunted
– Arnold Palmer
words a few decades earlier. For some
by salty air and summer sun, closely
reason the environment didn't seem to
cropped by either wild or domestic
matter in the Baby Boom era. Rampant misuse of chemicals,
animals. But over time, new equipment allowed players to
extreme water usage and habitat destruction led to golf
hit the ball longer, straighter and higher. And as players got
having one of the worst environmental track records of any
better, the demand for better course conditioning came to the
sport. Now, thick in the midst of the green revolution, a new
forefront – they wanted faster greens and rolling fairways.
attitude towards golf course maintenance has taken root in the
The golf course had to change – and golf course architects
minds of greenskeepers in the Sea to Sky.
and superintendents took charge.
By Todd Lawson
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“We try to keep our course as natural as
possible,” says Keith Strom, Superintendent
at the Squamish Valley Golf & Country Club.
“Everything we do, we try and balance the expectations of the golfer with what's best for the
environment.”
And Strom knows his environment better than
most. He's been working at the SVGCC for 37
years and has seen plenty of change on the
turfgrass front. “In the past four or five years
we've advanced leaps and bounds,” he says.
“Everything is done according to science now,
what's best for the turf and the course itself. We
never spray with herbicide for weeds, we hand
pick them. We're not going out and spraying the
golf course just because we think we need to.”
The same philosophy applies further north
in Pemberton, where Mark Drain oversees the
immaculate conditioning on the Big Sky Golf
& Country Club. “It's a pretty healthy natural
ecosystem,” says Drain. “I haven't sprayed any
insecticide for at least seven years. We use all
organic fertilizers in our gardens and quite a bit
on the course as well. The course itself is all
set up to flow together, just how the designer
intended.”
In 1994, renowned course architect Robert
Cupp used the existing rivers, streams and
marshland to turn Big Sky into one of Canada's
finest tracks. “He kept it pretty raw,” says Drain.
“He took a 200-acre parcel of marshy swampland
and turned it into a beautiful parkland with 10
lakes and interconnected streams. We're fully
self-contained here with our water system, we
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don't draw a drop from the river.”
Not only do players get to launch balls at
Mount Currie, one of the best backdrops in all
of golf, they also get to spend four hours surrounded by nature and wildlife on every hole.
Bears, coyotes, snakes, mice, catfish, osprey,
herons and dozens of other bird species call Big
Sky, and the nearby Meadows at Pemberton,
home. “The amount of animals and birds out
here is phenomenal, they love this place, says
Drain. “It's obviously a very healthy and happy
natural ecosystem.”
Collectively, golf course superintendents from
Furry Creek to Pemberton have been actively
enhancing the natural environment within the
boundaries of their courses. Aside from being
more judicious about using fertilizers and pesticides (organic or otherwise), they’ve taken serious
steps to conserve water by using more efficient
watering systems and grass that requires less
watering.
“We installed a new irrigation system in 2007,
and now have the ability to control each [sprinkler]
head and how much water it provides,” says
Whistler Golf Club super Dave Gottselig. “This
enables us to water areas precisely for their requirements. No water is wasted.”
Audubon International introduced the Audubon
Cooperative Sanctuary Program for golf courses
in Canada in the mid 1990s. It now boasts over
2300 certified courses around the world,
including 52 in Canada and one right here in
Whistler. The Fairmont Chateau Whistler Golf
Course, widely recognized as one of the most

challenging mountain tracks in Canada, is also
one of the most ecologically diverse. It was
certified in 1998, recertified in 2009, and is
continuing along its green path every season.
“There is not a day that goes by that I do not
see wildlife in its natural state living on or around
the golf course,” says superintendent Dan Nash.
“As an Audubon Certified golf course it is absolutely integral for us to help create wildlife habitat
and here are over ten species of different wildlife that have made their home at our course,
unharmed, for several generations and more to
come.”
One of the biggest challenges for golf course
superintendents is the lack of public education
regarding the science behind turfgrass management. But with more people starting to respect
the fact that brown patches, wild animals and
native grasses are part of the game too, the
collective consciousness is starting to change.
“Superintendents of today are highly educated
and extremely conscious of environment,” says
Nash. “It’s not always about making the course
green. At the Chateau we focus on the natural
surroundings and the oasis of the location, and
we work extremely hard in preserving that for
everyone to enjoy.”
If one of those pioneering Scotsmen were
to tee it up on a Sea to Sky course today, they
wouldn't find many sand dunes or pot bunkers
here in the mountains but they would find plenty
of nature. The latest oversize, carbon compostite,
space-aged drivers might freak them out a bit
though.
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Floating Free
Guided by nature, a young Squamish couple gives new life to an
old BC ferry, turning it into their dream home one idea at a time
Photos and story by Todd Lawson
Five years ago, while building a bench in his spare time, Josh Meilinger got caught up thinking
about things other than the task at hand. Using a chainsaw bit on his grinder, he momentarily lost
focus and sliced open his right thigh. Of course he didn't realize it at the time but the accident was
a blessing in disguise.
"It forced me to slow down and focus on the next step I wanted to take with my life. So I started
drawing sketches during my down time,” Meilinger says, reflecting on the very first plans for his
floating masterpiece. "I've spent my entire life in the mountains, it's part of who I am, and I draw
inspiration from it. I guess you could say this home was divinely inspired.”
To bring his sketches into the realm of reality, Josh and his wife Jessica found an old, destinedfor-the-bottom-of-the-ocean BC ferry called the Ethel Hunter (named after the first female resident of
Thetis Island). They knew they’d found the perfect foundation for their dream home.
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There’s no place like home.

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.894.1333 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com

®
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“It's
the
most
organic
thing
you've
ever
seen."
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“We really liked the idea of recycling an old ferry that had meaning and history and giving it a new
life,” says Jessica. “It was meant to be. This is Josh's dream and I'm glad he's going for it.”
Before turning his attention to carpentry, Meilinger was a logger, fishing guide and avid snowboarder
born and raised in Squamish. “Being a logger you kind of become an environmentalist too,” he says.
“You appreciate nature because you're right in it everyday.”
For the timber-frame shell, Meilinger combed a few clearcuts looking for discarded timber and
found trees that people wanted removed from their yards. He then milled and finished all the logs
himself. The home also features a custom spiral staircase, beautiful driftwood railings and arches,
glue-lam, post and beam, wildwood, and custom-carved designs. As a self-taught builder, Meilinger
has relied on trial and error throughout the project.
“Family, friends and the community of Squamish have been really supportive and helpful,” Josh
says. “We are looking for help from the community to keep it in Squamish and find a place to permanently
moor our new home/business.”
This unique “houseboat” is a self-contained, self-sustaining enviro-house with simple green
elements built into each phase. Upon completion, the Meilingers would like the home to feature an
Envirolet composting system, rain-water catchment barrels, solar panels, a roof-mounted wind
turbine, a wood-burning stove with re-burner inside the stack chimney and small herb and vegetable
gardens. In its ferry days the vessel was once powered by two diesel engines and the owners also
dream of the possibility of mounting sails on either side, “like a flying fish,” so it can be moved silently
on calm waters when and if the need arises.
“I feel that this is a boat and we're making it into a home,” says Josh. “It's the most organic thing
you've ever seen, and it's been fun trying to make something as green as possible. A lot of people
are really interested in living on the water and there's so much ocean so if we can do it responsibly,
why not? It's a positive step for the environment.”
Although floating homes aren't necessarily a new idea, most of them are forced to permanently
dock at a marina and draw upon the resources available. This home is different. With an abundance
of freedom at their front yard, the horizon seems endless with possibility for the young couple and
their new home. They’re open to designing similar homes and other types of alternative housing in
the future.
“We'd love to keep doing it for sure,” says Jessica. “It's been an amazing experience so far.”
Meilinger Wood Design. meilingerwooddesign@hotmail.com

drink

Wet Coast Beer
These days, craft brewing may be common throughout the province but the Sea-to-Sky
region is where the fermentation began.
By Mike Berard
British Columbia is well known for its soggy
elements. From the rain-saturated Pacific coastline to the plentiful precipitation of the Coast and
Rocky Mountains, citizens of Canada’s wettest
coast know all too well how to deal with downpour.
In the past 25 years however, the province has
become aligned with a whole other kind of fluid
– the craft brew.
Since the mid-eighties, B.C.’s craft brewery
industry has grown steadily but slowly, with indie
beer drinkers accounting for 10 percent of the
Canadian beer market, up from 5 percent in
1985. A little known fact is that the fermentation
of this growth can be traced back to the “sea” in
“Sea to Sky” corridor.
Thirty years ago, frustrated with an accelerating
loss of flavourful beer in a country once renowned
for it, the now legendary John Mitchell started a
small brewery in the hamlet of Horseshoe Bay.
While he didn’t know it then, the barley he boiled is
credited with sparking the brew-pub renaissance.
With that first modest one-room operation,
Mitchell procured B.C.’s fourth-ever brewing
license, the other three being held by the big
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The craft brewing
industry exploded
like a can of pilsner in
a washing machine.
(bland) breweries that true beer appreciators
had come to resent. Bound together by a shared
hatred of pasteurization and the uniform watery
flavour (or lack thereof) of mass-market beer, it
didn’t take long for these beer lovers to latch
onto the idea of microbreweries. Thirty-one years
later, the influence of that first brew pub license
can be found from Fernie to Victoria. The craft
brewing industry exploded like a can of pilsner
in a washing machine. And it all got shook up
right here in the Sea to Sky.
While ground zero for B.C.’s craft beer explosion
is Horseshoe Bay, the blast zone is a little harder
to distinguish. While some craft brewers (like
Granville Island) have arguably grown beyond
what is considered a microbrewery, their dedication

to flavourful beer still stands strong. They’re not
the only ones – a plethora of tiny craft breweries
have put quality ahead of quantity. One of those
is Howe Sound Brewing Company.
Less than a dozen kilometres from the tiny
community of Brackendale where a working hop
farm once operated, Howe Sound Brewing continues the work John Mitchell started 30 years
ago. In 1996, Mitchell and partner Frank Appleton
opened the Squamish Brew Pub, serving Mitchell’s perfected craft beer recipes and locally
sourced pub fare. Three years ago, Howe Sound
made the jump from brew pub to full distributor.
“We’ve seen our production grow 10 times since
we started distributing,” says Dave Fenn, Howe
Sound’s president, “and it doesn’t show any
signs of slowing down.”
So why all the weird beer, B.C.? Well, we
are Canadian. But beyond that, this province has
always been a land of endless bounty. From our
natural resources to our natural beauty, the Sea
to Sky region and British Columbia offer many
different qualities to many different people. It
only makes sense to produce many different
quality brews. Besides, we’ve got enough water
here. We don’t need our beer to taste like it.

Whistler’s premier pub and original ristorante offers great mediterranean fare from the kitchen
of Chef Simon McNeil on double decker patios with stunning views of Mountain Life.
Serving discerning patrons for a quarter century Whistler’s finest selection of specialty beer,
wine, premium spirits and crafted cocktails. Join us for an experience that is Above It All.

4270 Mountain Square Whistler

604.932.6945

www.whistlerpubrestaurant.com
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A Case of you
12 West Coast Must-do Microbrews
Whistler Brewing, Weissbier – A summer release from the recentlyreturned-to-Whistler brewery, the Weissbier is brewed in Bavarian style with
more than 30 percent wheat-derived malt. Spicy, opaque and complexly flavoured, this German goodie is Whistler Brewing’s most authentic craft brew.
Howe Sound Brewing Co. White Cap Wheat Ale – A light Belgianstyle wheat beer spiced with coriander and orange peel, this brew is made
with 50 percent wheat. Named in recognition of Squamish’s international
reputation as a windsurfing destination.
Howe Sound Brewing Co. Diamond Head Oatmeal Stout – A
traditional oatmeal stout, the Diamond Head boasts an intense roast barley
flavour but holds back on the hurt with a smooth creamy finish. This is a
big robust beer meant to be paired with hearty fare.
Lighthouse Brewing Co. Race Rocks Amber – Billed as a “dark
beer that doesn’t taste dark,” Race Rocks is as full of flavour as it is colour.
Creamy and smooth, this is a deceptively drinkable beer – probably part of
the reason it won a gold medal at the 2005 Canadian Brewing Awards.
Phillips Beer, Blue Buck – A favourite among British Columbia’s
active outdoor community, something about Blue Buck’s amber, hoppy
goodness makes this the perfect post-surf or -ski beer. So much so that it
has become a surprise bestseller for Phillips.
Phillips Beer, Double Barrel – Born out of boredom by the Phillips
brewmasters, the Double Barrel is a Scotch Ale barreled in both bourbon
and red wine wood. Sound complex? It is. Prepare for smoky peat and rich
vanilla. Sound too fruity for you? Go back to your Budweiser, junior.
R & B Brewing Co., Sun God Wheat Ale – A North American-style
filtered wheat ale, Sun God is a crisp, clear and refreshing beer. Cleaner
tasting than an unfiltered Hefeweizen, this brew is a light-bodied wheat ale
built to be the perfect patio beer.
Red Truck Beer, Red Truck Ale – Featuring a blend of Belgian
malts, both German and Pacific Northwest hop varieties gives this copperhued ale a complex aroma, rich depth of flavour, and smooth drinkability.
Spinnaker’s Brewery, Abbot Ale – Hand pumped beer from yet
another brewery with John Mitchell’s touch, Spinnaker’s Abbot Ale is an
English pale with a wee bit of crystal malt. It’s a light, flavourful ale,
characterized by spicy, fruity tones and a copper colour. Bonus points for
being the perfect fish-and-chips beer.
Swan’s Brewpub, Smooth Sailing Honey Ale – Paying homage to
Vancouver Island’s sailing heritage, Swan’s Brewpub keeps this delightful
honey ale on tap at their location close to the Victoria waterfront. Go there
for the incredible food, stay for this sweet, easy-to-drink brew. Don’t try to
sail home.
Whistler Brewhouse, Raspberry Wheat Ale (Seasonal) –
Summertime is all about light, flavourful beer. Whistler’s Brewhouse has a
seasonal wheat ale with a strong-but-pleasurable raspberry injection. It’s
tasty, light and perfect for an afternoon in the Whistler sun.
Canoe Club, Winter Gale Strong Ale – The poster art for this
eight-percent alcohol beer showcases a shapely woman with a wetsuit and
a surfboard. What’s more west coast than that? This beer has a rich amber
tint with flavours of cinnamon, ginger and clove.
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MONDAY
Mussels $9.99 lb
TUESDAY
2 for 1 Appetizers
WEDNESDAY Small 3 topping pizza & pitcher of Russell Lemon ale
THURSDAY Live acoustic music, Martini specials
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 1oo mile inspired 3 course menus by Chef Gabriella
SUNDAY
Prime Rib & Fresh seafood selections
Award winning Steaks and Ribs, House made bread and fresh pasta
Vegatarian Friendly, Great 3 course children’s Menus
Now open for

BREAKFAST Saturday and Sunday.

Hours of operation

Monday-Friday 5:00pm-10:00pm
Saturday and Sunday 8:00am-10:00p

Reservations: 604-898-4444 41340 Government Road, Brackendale
Check out our website for upcoming events and changes in our hours of
operation throughout the 2010 Olympics thenestrestaurant.ca.

Woods. Irons. Steaks.
Somehow they just seem to go well together. If you’re
craving a delicious mouthwatering, grilled to perfection
steak after your round we’ve got just the place.

www.kegsteakhouse.com

Whistler Keg • (604) 932-5151
In the heart of Whistler Village
Reservations accepted
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BBQ’d
Grilled Cheese

It only makes sense
A successful grilled cheese. Paige Harley PHOTOs.

By Mila Rusimovich
Whether it’s the missionary version of bread, cheese, and butter or
something a little more Kama Sutra (like a croque-monsieur) the grilled
cheese has been a worldwide classic since the 1930s.
Dress it up using cranberry sourdough and brie cheese,
or kick it old school with Wonder Bread and Kraft Singles.
Call it a toastie, like the Aussies, or a jaffle, like the
Indonesians – any way you look at it there are few culinary
relationships more important than melted cheese and
your mouth. Plus, grilled cheese has carbs, dairy, and
protein – basically the whole food pyramid in itself.
However, what should be an easy meal to cook is often quite a challenge. The right bread, amount of butter,
type of cheese and heat level is essential to cooking
the perfect sandwich. Personally I consistently fail in the
grilled sandwich department, often seeming to suffer the
curse of burnt edges and cold cheese.
However, rather than abandon this crowd favourite
altogether, I decided instead to ditch the typical cooking
mediums. Move over frying pan and toaster oven, enter
the BBQ: part badass man-oven, part mean, lean grilling
machine. Summertime’s favourite patio oven could be my
salvation.
Nevertheless, being in no denial of the task I was taking on, I
quickly enlisted Colin Bush, grilled cheese master from Grilled Fromage in
Squamish, to let me in on the tips and tricks of the trade.
“Use an interesting bread,” he suggested, “and soft cheese like
cheddar, or mozzarella. Cut the cheese slices as thin as possible, and
then layer to get that super cheesy effect.” And then he ominously wished
me good luck.
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Armed with two types of bread, (a malted whole grain sliced extra thick,
and a crispy crusted olive bread), real Canadian cheddar, and some butter,
I lit up the BBQ and set to work.
Determined to succeed, I cheated at first and used the nifty flat-top
extension on my new BBQ to grill that first sandwich to nothing short of perfection, although it was
conspicuously missing grill marks. Torn between
cheating (pre-frying on the flat-top and flipping my
creations onto the grill at the very end) and being a
total badass (cooking them straight-up on the grill
like a true cheese master), I decided to laugh in the
face of certain failure and go for the title.
The first sammy on the whole wheat bread actually
turned out quite nicely. Beautiful grill marks, and
lots of melted cheese, however still not quite melted
all the way through. For the next sandwich I used
the olive bread, which was a total failure – the crispy
crust burned and the olives either fell out or burned
as well.
Back to the whole wheat bread, I grilled three
more, all of which I would consider successes. Yes
the grill lines were a little darker than desired, but
the flame-grilled cheese tasted pretty amazing. No
ketchup or tomato-soup-bath necessary.
Overall, the BBQ method was the closest I’ve come to grilled cheese
mastery. You need sturdy ingredients and cat-like reflexes but BBQ grilled
cheeses are possible. While I’m not sure if my version is BBQ-seasonready yet, I do encourage you to try it at home. Aim for low heat (when the
BBQ first fires up) and perfect grill placement and the result will be, as the
French cheese-lovers say, "From-idable!”

Dine in style.
Lakeside.

The best view from a table in Whistler! Perched on the shores of
Green Lake, the Edgewater Lodge welcomes you. Minutes from
Whistler Village, yet a world away from the ordinary.

8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC | 604 932 0688 | 1 (888) 870-9065
www.edgewater-lodge.com

The Cafeteria at

Great Food, Great Prices, Squamish’s Best View

A MODERN WHOLE FOODS CAFE

Gluten/Dairy Free
& Vegan Options

www.onatahcoffee.c

6:30 am - 9 pm
DAILY

On and Off Site Catering

9 am - 6 pm
SUNDAYS

604. 567. 4568
Family friendly with kids play area l Open to the public
Open Year Round
604 898 8071
Mon-Fri : 7:00 am - 7:30 pm
Sat & Sun : 8:00 am - 7:30 pm

www.gvancateringsquamish.com
food.services@questu.ca

38084 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish

zephyrcafe.ca
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a mountai nside gatheri ng spot

breakfast lunch dinner
Fully licensed serving all BC wine and beer
House made delicious food and desserts
Fabulous coffee made by our fully trained baristas
...all steps from the Village Gondola.

s e a f o o d

r e s t a u r a n t

b a r
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PEMBERTON
Portage Station Road
604 894-0114

SUMMER 2010

WHISTLER
Millar Creek Rd.
Function Junction
604 935-4077

d i n n e r

The Chef at Wild Wood is commited
to serving the best quality products
from local. farms, fields & vineyards.
Enjoy the Best of B.C. menu
coming this spring.

WHISTLER
4500 Northlands Blvd
at the Tennis Club
604 935-4077
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WILD WOOD

b r e a k f a s t

b u r g e r s

Lift Coffee Company Base of Whistler Village Gondola

voted whistler’s best tapas
“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...
we feature innovative tapas with an
everchanging seasonal approach to our dishes…
big wines, big martinis, cozy atmosphere

Open for breakfast, lunch & dinner
summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north 604 932 5569

Where the food is as
good as the view
SEA TO SKY GRILL

Northwest Inspired Cuisine | Fresh Local Seafood
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

SUNDAY BRUNCH

reservations 1.888.922.9462 furrycreekgolf.com
just 15 minutes south of squamish on the sea to sky highway

CALL US FOR DELIVERY
THROUGHOUT SQUAMISH
ALL YOUR BBQ MEAT
NATURAL BEEF,
CHICKEN AND PORK
CATERING AVAILABLE
ALL DELIVERIES
DONE BY BIKE

The only thing missing here is you...
Check out our New West coast inspired menu, fresh local
produce and the best patio in town at Fescues Restaurant.
In Pemberton
1.800.668.7900 / www.bigskygolf.com

Fescues
Restaurant at Big Sky

40378 TANTALUS WAY

PHONE 604 898 5553
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Black's pub
Great mediterranean fare on double
decker patios with stunning views.
Whistler Village. 604 932 6945

longhorn saloon
The aprés bike-park place to be with a
big sunny patio & buckets of beer. Base
of Whistler Mountain. 604.932.5999

Dubh Linn Gate
Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine.
St Paddy’s day goes off.
Whistler Village. 604 905 4047

edgewater
The best view from a table in Whistler!
Perched on the shores of Green Lake.
604 932 0688

Elements
Where mother nature is the chef and
the ingredients are from the backyard.
Fresh tapas menu with organic products.
Whistler Village. 604 932 5569

Fescue's Restaurant & Patio
The atmosphere may be soothing and
serene, but the food is livelier than you
might expect.
Big Sky Golf. Pemberton 604 894 6106

sea to sky grill at furry creek
Taking a cue from the stunning natural
beauty, it offers a panorama of West
Coast favourites with the finest local
ingredients. Furry Creek. 1-888-922-9462

Galileo
Cafe, Retail & Wholesale Coffee Beans.
Britannia Beach. 604 896 0277

grilled fromage
Over 50 sandwiches and 25 different
kinds of cheese!
Squamish Downtown. 604 567 2999

howe sound brew pub
The aprés climbing hangout in Squamish.
Plenty of beers on tap.
Squamish Downtown. 1 800 919 ALES

The keg
Always good. But Billy Miner Pie is
Feet’s favourite dessert.
Whistler Village. 604 932 5151

LIFT COFFEE CO.
Steps from the Whistler Gondola, it will
get you statrted off on the right foot.
Whistler Village. 604-905-6621

Mount Currie Coffee Co
Best coffee in Pemby.
Arbutus Street. 604 894 3388

nita lake lodge
Indulge Yourself in Luxurious Cuisine at
the Lodge. Creekside. 604 966 5705

Onatah
Amazing local's coffee shop featuring
organic fair trade coffee and espresso.
www.onatahcoffee.com 604-898-5251

QUEST cafeteria
Fresh, healthy, affordable homemade
food served by friendly staff in a beautiful
setting. Squamish. 604 8998 8000

sushi sen
Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too.
Highway 99 and Garibaldi Way.
604 898 8235

Sushi Village
Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village.
604 932 3330

the burrow
A local Squamish favorite with a
brand new downtown location, La Petite
Burrow. Hwy 99 and Garibaldi Way. 604
898 2801

the cup
Fresh daily soups, made to order sandwiches and variety of meats and cheeses.
Squamish. 604 898 5553

The Nest
The very best in casual fine dining with
authentic recipes, fresh ingredients from
around the region. Brackendale.
604 898 4444

whistler brewing company
Tasting room and retail store.Visitors can
see authentic craft brews in production
and take part in guided tours of the facility.
604 962 8889

wildwood
A place owned by locals for locals that is
exceeding expectations. Amazing breakfast for cheap. Two location in Whistler and
one in Pemberton. 604 935 4077

ZEPHYR CAFE
A Modern Whole Foods Cafe open early
for breakfast, and late for apres. Licensed
gluten/dairy free & vegan/vegetarian specialties. Squamish. 604 567 4568
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Please be sure your
campfire is out
(Just peeing on it isn't good enough.)
Summer is awesome and British Columbia's wilderness is meant to be enjoyed but the province is
confronted by an average of 2000 forest fires a year, almost half of them caused by human error.
Please be careful with your smokes, your campfires, and the hot exhaust pipes of your dirt bikes.
Report fires by calling 1-800-663-5555 or *5555 from a cellular phone
http://bcwildfire.ca/Prevention/prevent.htm
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P H Y S I O T H E R A P Y

Peak Performance
PHYSIOTHERAPY

Injured & In Pain??
we can help....

• spinal manipulation
• sports rehab
• orthopedics

Voted Whistler’s #1 Clinic by
Locals for Over 10 Years.

604 932 7555

Located in the Crystal Lodge,
Open 7 days/week
Whistler Village
SUMMER 2010
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